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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Diffusion processes have always been one of the major subjects of solid state 

science, either due to technological interest or pure scientific curiosity. Because of its 

technological importance in devices [IJ, Cu diffusion studies are some of the oldest in 

semiconductor materials, in particular silicon. However, the Cu diffusion problem was not 

a great concern for researchers. Recently this has changed. Various authors [2,3] have 

reported that chemo-mechanical polishing introduces some unknown defect, named X 

defect, into the host material that gave a difflisivhy much larger than that of Cu, which is 

known to have the fastest difflisivity coefficient in silicon. Following this, several 

researchers investigated this fast diffusing defect and finally copper was identified [4] as 

the most likely candidate. Even though Cu was the principal candidate for this fast diffuser 

in Si, there were numerous unexplained observations. One of these was the observed 

pre-exponential factor of the diffusion coefficient [4-5]. Later, to explain all the observed 

data for Cu diffusion in sUicon Mesli et al. [5-6] undertook an extensive investigation. In 

the course of this investigation, they developed the technique Transient Ion Drift (TID), 

which is where we began our investigation. This technique, explained in the following 

chapters of this work, is a derivative of deep level transient spectroscopy (DLTS) and 

therefore is a simple and fast method for determining the diffusion coefficients of some 

fast diffusing impurities [6-7]. At the time we thought to apply this technique to some 

other fast difflising impurities in silicon such as hydrogen. However, we also thought that 

we should apply TID first to Cu, both to verify Mesli's findings, and to gain some 
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experience before applying TID to hydrogen. The only difference between our work and 

Mesli's reported findings [6] was in the sihcon samples we used. Mesh reported that the 

samples they used were doped with Ga, while our samples were doped with B. Yet, using 

B doped samples caused confusingly different results from those reported in Mesh's 

original work. As a resuh, we investigated Cu diffusion in silicon [8] in greater detail than 

originally anticipated. In this work we report our findings on B doped Cu diffiised Si 

samples using the technique TID, and will also introduce a new model to investigate the 

same phenomena. The new model has two chief advantages; it can be applied during a TID 

mn and can also be used to check the results obtained by TID and vice versa. We name 

this technique transient ion diffusion, TIDIF Below, we first give a brief literature review 

of diffusion and Cu diffusion in Si. Then, TID and its companion technique, TIDIF, will be 

presented. Following these are the experimental setup, data acquisition, and analysis 

procedures. Finally we will conclude this report with our results and an extensive 

discussion. 



CHAPTER n 

DIFFUSION 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will first review the hterature on Cu in Si. Then the basis for the 

theoretical model we used for the diffusion process of Cu in Si wiU be introduced. For the 

presentation of this model, we will start from a simple case of diffusion and build a model 

most appropriate for the case we are considering. 

2.2 Cu in Silicon 

Cu, as in most other impurities, can be found both substitutionally and interstitially 

in silicon. Impurities diffusing interstitially are usually considered as fast diffusers. 

Interstitial Cu, Cui, is the fastest diffuser known in silicon. Its diffiision coefficient was 

reported to be D=4.710"^exp(-0.43/kT) cmVsec between the temperature range from 400 

to 900°C [9]. It is generally beheved that the rapid diffusion of Cu is due to singly ionized 

interstitial Cu. Gallegher[10], by an electric field assisted diffusion experiment, established 

that Cu, does indeed migrate as positively charged ions in silicon. However, substitutional 

Cu (Cus) is comparatively immobile. As a result of this, the diffusion rate for Cu is 

determined by the relative abundance of the two species [10-13]. In addition, as 

considered in [10-13], the transition of Cu atoms from an interstitial to a substitutional she 

requires the involvement of lattice defects, particularly vacancies. In other words, the 

migration of Cu depends on how perfect the host crystal is. It is also possible to find in the 

literature that the high diffusivity of Cu is described solely by an interstitial mechanism. 
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Therefore, the diffusion mechanism is (mistakenly) considered to be independent of native 

lattice defects [9]. In fact, today's widely accepted though questionable view is that Cu 

interstitially diffuses into crystaUine silicon at diffusion temperatures and behaves as an 

interstitial singly ionized impurity until the sample is quenched to room temperature [9], It 

has been shown by several experiments that when quenched to room temperature, the 

sample saturated with Cu does not show any Cu, solution [9,14,15]. However, some 

recent experiments show that, ahhough in concentrations as low as 10̂ °-10̂ ^ cm'̂ , there 

are electrically active levels due to interstitial Cu in sUicon [5,16]. In addition, even though 

the isolated interstitial Cu is assumed to disappear out of the interstitial solution, giving 

rise to precipitates, several other Cu related donor and acceptor states are evidenced by 

electrical and PL measurements [17,18,19]. However, the results of these experiments 

such as the reported energy levels are not in agreement, nor are the proposed mechanisms 

estabhshed. This ambiguity is attributed to the foUowing reasons [5,17,18,19]: 

a. accidental contamination during high temperature diffiasion process; 

b. speed of the quenching to room temperature. 

There are also differences in the type of the defects observed due to the doping of 

the samples [5]. A Cu related defect called M is observed in p-type sihcon samples but is 

not observed in n-type samples [5]. Another effect observed by PL measurements is that 

Cu related defects are dependent upon concentration of Cu introduced into the silicon 

lattice [17]. Recent work of Mesli and Heiser [5,6], which shed some light (and confusion) 

into Cu diffusion in silicon wiU be considered in greater depth in the following chapters. 

The discussion below introduces only the first part of the model we used to analyze 

collected data. 



2.3 Diffusion 

Diffusion usually occurs when the equilibrium of a system is perturbed. In studies 

involving diffusion, a perturbation on the system is generally created by changing the 

concentration of reactants and/or the temperature. After the perturbation, while the 

involved species undergo a directed flow, the establishment of a new equilibrium condhion 

may be momtored by observing the concentration, and the results obtained can be utilized 

for the study of diffiision. 

A German scientist, Fick, about 100 years ago, came up with two differential 

equations for diffusion. In one dimension, these equations are given by 

dK 
dx J^ = -D^ 2,1 

and 

^=D0 2.2 
at ox 2 

where N is the concentration, and D is the diffusion coefficient of the diffusing particles. 

The diffusion coefficient has the dimension L^T'̂  and is usually expressed in cm^secV 

These equations are generally called Pick's first and second diffusion laws. 

All physical laws, when expressed in the language of mathematics, include at least 

one coefficient that exhibits the properties of the system being studied. In the case of 

diffusion, we have the diffusion coefficient D. Knowing the mathematical form of this 

coefficient, along with the initial and boundary conditions for the system. Pick's equations 

quanthatively describe the diffusion process in the system. In the first equation above, Jx 

represents the flux of the particles due only to the concentration gradient created by some 

perturbation. The second equation, derived through the particle conservation law, assumes 
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that D is independent of position. This, however, can be misleading, especially for the case 

where the mobihty of the diffusing particle is position dependent, which is the situation 

when the interaction between diffusing particles and the host atoms is not ignorable. In 

addhion, when there is an external and/or existing field source, as in the case of a 

depletion region of a Schottky barrier, acting on the species, Picks equations should be 

modified. There are also other effects that one may need to consider in order to get a 

better understanding of diffusion phenomena. For instance, diffusion potential created in 

regions of the host lattice due to high concentration of the diffusion particles. We wiU 

discuss this subject at end of this work. Below, after writing down a more general 

diffusion equation by including the effects mentioned above and briefly describing the 

model developed by [21-23] to account for these interactions, we wiU discuss the 

temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient D. 

2.3.1 Diffusion, Drift and the Model of Fuoss and Reiss 

Let us assume that in addition to the concentration gradient contributing to the 

flux in Eq. 2.2, we also have a position dependent electric field acting on the same species. 

The flux due only to the field component is given in one dimension hyju{r)E{x)N{x, t) 

where// is mobility of the diffusing particles and E is the field. As should be clear, we are 

considering an isothermal system. Therefore, the total flux equation, when the field effect 

is included, will be given by 

J , = -D{r)^^^ +M{r)E{x)N{x, t) 2 3 

rather than by Eq. 2.1. When the flux is given by Eq. 2.3, Eq. 2.2 becomes 



dt - - ^ r = & ( ^ W [ - ^ ^ - J^E(x)N{x, m 2.4 

where we used the Einstein relation between mobility and diffiision coefficient. To solve 

this equation one must have detailed knowledge of E(x) and D(r). E(x) will be considered 

in the following sections of this work, after we describe the physical system we have. D(r) 

is considered here, foHowing the work of Fuoss[8] and Reiss[9,10]. 

2.3.2 Ion Pairing 

The theories of both Fuoss and Reiss are mathematically complex and too long to 

consider here in their fiiU detail. Instead we wiU give a broad summary of these models and 

voice our opinion of these models based on our data. 

We already showed above that when the diffusing species undergoes interaction 

with the host lattice, the diffiision coefficient is position dependent. This means that the 

type of the interactions when considered in a model to explain this dependency should be 

first defined. Before defining this interaction let us first describe the system, Cu in p-type 

Silicon (doped with B or Ga or Al or In). We are going to assume that Cu is positively 

charged and is interstitially distributed in the Si lattice. The dopants of p-type Si can be 

considered to be fully ionized even at considerably low temperatures. Ignoring all other 

possible interactions Cu may undergo in p-type Si, one may assume that Cu, being 

positively charged in the Si lattice will interact with negatively charged dopants. This is 

actually what has been observed in p-type Si when Cu is incorporated into Si [5,6]. When 

Cu is diffused into p-type Si, h interacts with dopant atoms by creating CuA pairs, where 

A represents the acceptor dopant. This has been observed by several researchers [4,5,6], 
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through, for instance, capacitance-vohage (CV) measurements. This pairing is assumed in 

the models developed by Fuoss and Reiss. As a result, being the simplest approach, 

interaction between a positively charged Cu and the dopant ions, for which the charge 

state is negative, is considered as Coulombic. The Fuoss-Reiss model, when first 

developed, was successfully applied to interstitial Li in Si and Ge (23). By realizing that 

Cu, having almost the same properties as Li, this very same model was applied to Cu in 

p-type Si, by first KeUer [24] and then Mesh [6]. 

We start with Fouss' model, which is based on the Debye-Huckel theory. In this 

treatment, the long range character of Coulomb forces are utilized to account for their 

effects in terms of all the interactions of all the ions in a solution. The main feature of this 

theory comes from the concept called ionic atmosphere. This is the atmosphere that the 

time average of excess concentration of ions with opposite sign accumulating around the 

neighborhood of a particular ion. The radius of this atmosphere is represented by Debye 

length given by 

where e is the dielectric constant of the medium and N is the concentration of both 

positive and negative ions. As e decreases or N increases L gets smaUer. This means that 

the interaction radius becomes smaller, resuhing in a strong interaction. At some point the 

atmospheres of some ions are considered to be only one single ion of the opposhe sign. 

That is to say, an ion pair is formed. This pair interaction is considered to be much 

stronger than the interactions this pair has with other ions and/or ion pairs in the system. 

This implies that when pairing takes place the Debye-Huckel effect, which is common to 
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all of the unpaired ions, are ignorable, or at least of second order, when compared to the 

pair interactions. This statement can be considered to be quite accurate for the case of 

semiconductors for the following two reasons. First, the dielectric constant, e, of Si is 

much smaller than that of water, and therefore the Debye length will be much smaller, 

giving rise to pair-wise interactions. Second, due to the closeness of the ion pairs of 

opposhe sign in a semiconductor lattice, a smaller Debye length is attained naturally. As a 

resuh of these considerations, both Fuoss and Reiss ignore the Debye-Huckel interaction 

terms and consider only pair-wise interactions. 

Fuoss assumes that in equilibrium each negative ion will have only one other 

positive ion in its intermediate neighborhood. Fuoss proceeds to calculate the fraction of 

such pairs, with the negative ion in the center and the positive ion a distance r away lying 

in a spherical shell of volume 4nr^dr from it, in the following manner. If this fraction of 

pairs is denoted by g(r)dr two events should take place simultaneously. First the volume 

element jnr^ enclosed by the spherical region Anr^dr, must be empty of positive ions. 

Otherwise, the positive ion within the volume of the spherical shell would not be a nearest 

r 

neighbor. This probability is given by 1 - j g{x)dx, where a represents the nearest neighbor 

separation between the ions. The second event that must take place is the probabilhy that 

the spherical shell is occupied with a positive ion. This is given by 4nr^c{r)dr. We should 

note here that this is the term that incorporates the interaction potential between the pairs. 

Therefore the probability g(r)dr from the multiplication of the two simultaneous 

events is calculated to be 

g{r) - exp -47r J g{x)dx Unr^c{r). 2.6 



Fuoss shows that if there were not any interaction between the pairs then c(r) 

would be equal to N, number of positive ions. Then Fuoss assumes that the force of 

interaction experienced by the nearest neighbors originates completely in the Coulomb 

field of the negative ion at the origin, which we explained in the beginning of this section 

that this does not seem to be a bad assumption. Therefore, Fuoss derives a form of c(r) for 

smaU values of r to be 

V{r) 
c{r) = coexp{~Y) 2.7 

where Co is a constant. Later, the author chooses this constant to be N. However, Reiss 

[22] shows that this choice of constant creates inconsistencies in the theory. He also 

shows that this choice of the constant is correct only for dilute solutions. Using this 

expression for c(r), Fuoss then calculates g(r). A graph of g(r) is reproduced in Fig. 2.1. 

There is a maximum shown at r=a, closest approach of pairs, then a minimum at 

approximately r=b, where Fuoss calculates it to be, for small values of N 

7 
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This quantity is known as the capture radius. Fuoss chooses the interval [a,b] for the 

reaction interval. Thus, if a positive ion is within this interval, it is considered to be 

captured or paired with the negative ion at the center. 

We mentioned above that in the expression c(r) the choice of the constant Co was 

not consistent when it is chosen to be N. This inconsistency comes from the normalization 

condition. For instance, the average volume occupied by the negative ions is 1/N. Reiss 

shows that when c(r) is summed over this volume, the result, while h should equal one, 
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exceeds unity by large amounts, except when N is small. In other words, the choice of Co is 

only consistent for dilute solutions. To overcome this difficulty, Fuoss further assumes 

that for dilute solutions there is a dynamic equilibrium between paired and unpaired ions 

and invokes the principle of the law of mass action. Therefore if P denotes the 

concentration of the paired ions, N-P will be the concentration of unpaired ones. From the 

law of mass action he states 

n = — 2 9 

{N-P)^ ^-^ 

where Q is an equilibrium constant dependent only on temperature. This property of the 

equilibrium constant is quite important, since an O calculated for dilute solutions, where 

the choice of Co as N is valid, can then be used at higher concentration. Fuoss also shows 

that at high dilution the expression for g(r) can fiarther be simplified as 
g(r) = 47rr2 e x p ( ^ ) . 2.10 

Then, Fuoss computes D. as follows. At high dilution the ratio in Eq. 2.10 becomes 

^ = n 2.11 
N^ 

from which Q. can be found as 

n = 47C j r^ exp ( -^ )^ r . 2.12 

Using this value of H, concentration of pairs P, and also the concentration of free ions, 

N-P, can be calculated. To calculate mobility (or difflisivity using Einstein's relation) of, 

say poshive ions assuming negative ions are immobUe, Fuoss assumes that only the 

unpaired ions responds to an apphed field. For instance if the mobility of the unpaired ions 

is denoted by/lowhich we will call intrinsic mobUity, then the apparent or observed 
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mobility// will be reduced by the fraction P/N of the paired ions. That isjuo can be given 

p 
by ju = {I- T )̂//o = (1 - nA/)//o. If ND is much less than NA this equation simplifies to 

ju =jUo{l +DNA)~^. 

This theory later was criticized by Reiss, who showed the inconsistencies that this 

model had and developed what he believed to be a better model, one not involving the 

mass action law. This model indeed does not show the inconsistencies Fuoss' model has. 

For instance, the mobihty of diffiasing species does not need to be separated as mobile and 

immobile as in Fuoss' case. Reiss' model assigns a finhe mobility to aU of the diffusing 

ions as a function of their separation from the negative ion. However, even the author of 

this model uses, in his excellent work [23], the model developed by Fuoss because of its 

simplicity and easily applicability. 

Now if one considers Fuoss' model effective diffiasion coefficient (mobility) is 

given in terms of intrinsic diffusion coefficient (mobility) and Q. Using Fuoss' equation 

and Einstein's relation between mobility and diffusion coefficient, we obtain 

D = D,{1+QNA)'^. 2.13 

One can now by substituting Eq. 2.13 into 2.4, in which case D is no longer a fimction of 

position, obtain the following 

As is clear, this equation is comparatively simpler. Derivatives of D(r) are now reduced to 

numerically evaluating the integral contained in Q. Before closing this section we should 

point out that both of the models developed, assume only Coulombic interactions, not 

even screening effects due to free carriers, whhout considering the type of the ions 
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involved in the pairing reaction. As we will show with our data, this causes discrepancies 

which cannot be accounted for using these models. Another important issue is the 

parameter a, the closest approach of nearest neighbors. Both of the models are very 

senshive to this parameter [21-23]. One therefore either needs to estimate this value from 

a separate experiment or/and use the published theoretical/experimental values. One last 

issue is the evaluation of the pairing constant. As is clear, this constant is of cmcial 

importance in determining the intrinsic diffusivities of ions within the solution. There is 

another way to calculate this constant. In the following section, we wiU briefly outiine this 

method. This derivation can be found in any reaction chemistry textbook. The one that we 

used is reference [24]. 

2.3.3 n Revisited 

We assume that as in Fuoss there is dynamic equilibrium between the paired and 

unpaired ions. We write the chemical reaction between interstitial Cu and substitutional B 

atoms as 

Cu^+B-%Cu^B- 2.15 

where forward reaction constant is kf and backward one is kb. As we assumed, when this 

reaction is in equilibrium, forward and backward reactions are equal. It can be easily 

shown that for elementary reactions in equilibrium, the ratio between forward and 

backward reactions is evaluated to be 

kf _ [CU:B:U 216 

Braces represent the concentration and the subscript "eq" refers to the equilibrium values 
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of the concentrations. Eq. 2.15 can be cast in a more recognizable form. If we denote 

[Cu'!^B~]eq as P, concentration of pairs, and define NA (=B"S +P) as the total, paired and 

unpaired, boron atoms. Similarly, ND (=CuVP) is the total number of Cu atoms. 

Therefore, Eq. 2.15 is in terms of these new quantities given by 

k£_ P 
2.17 kb ~ {NA - P){ND - P) • 

But this equation is exactly equal to Q.. Knowing what forward and backward reaction 

coefficients are, therefore, we can calculate Q from a completely different point of view. 

Before continuing, let us discuss what Eq. 2.17 really tells us. From Eq. 2.15 one can 

show that applying reaction kinetics [24] 

-^^^=kf{Cur][B-;]-kblCutB:]. 2.18 

When the left hand side of Eq. 2.18 is zero we will have exactly Eq. 2.17. What is the 

requirement, then, that makes the left hand side of equation zero? The answer is, of 

course, when equilibrium is established, pair destmction (disassociation, backward 

reaction) and pair generation (capturing, forward reaction) on the average are all equal. 

Now we can return to our discussion about expressing Q. from a different point of view. 

As we mentioned before, forward and backward coefficients are actually named, 

respectively, capture and dissociation rates or frequencies. Dissociation frequency is 

usually represented by an arhaneous relation given by 

kf = kjQ exp( - L J-) 2.19 

where the pre exponential factor is a constant, related to the lattice vibration frequency, 

and /S£d is the dissociation energy of the pair. 
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Theories of capture rates, though more complicated, are also avaUable. A good 

treatment of capture rates can be found in Reiss' excellent work [23]. The authors of 

reference [23] calculate the capture rates considering a Coulombic field for Li donors in 

p-type silicon. It is given by 

kb = 4nbDi 2.20 

where b is the capture radius given by Eq. 2.8 and where D, is the intrinsic diffusion 

coefficient of Cu„ in our case. 

Therefore, h is possible to calculate H by using equations 2.19 and 2.20 together 

whh available data for Cu in hterature. We obtain the following equation below for H. 

^ kb 4nbD, 
kf ~ AEd ' 

kp exp{-j^) 

We will use this equation later to evaluate the model developed by Fuoss and Reiss 

[21-23]. In section 2.3.2, using Fuoss' theory we eliminated the position dependency of 

diffusion coefficient. Below we will give a simple macroscopic treatment for the 

temperature dependency of the diffusion coefficient. 

2.4 D as a Function of Temperature 

Consider a particle, an atom for instance, in an equilibrium state in a solid. Because 

of the thermal energy that h possesses there is a non zero probability for the particle being 

transmitted from that equilibrium position to the other, as in Fig. 2.2. If T is the absolute 

temperature and A^is the potential barrier from one equilibrium position to the other, 

then the transition probability n is given by 

7r = 7roexp(-A^//:7). 2.22 
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The reciprocal of this probability is defined as the mean time of residence of the particle at 

the equilibrium. Therefore 

i = ^exp(A)^/^7). 2.23 

or defining ^ as r we have that 

T = To exp{AW/kT). 2.24 

Assuming that the shortest distance between the equilibrium positions is d, one can define 

a transition velocity as d/x. The next step is to express the diffiision coefficient for solids, 

from classical ideal gas theory. For an ideal gas the diffusion coefficient is given by 

D=^vX = ^ ^ 2.25 

where X is the mean free path. To express this equation for sohds, one needs to consider 

the fact that the mean free path in gases is very different, such that (x) will have a non zero 

value. In the case of solids however, (x) is zero since the transition from a to b and b to a 

has the same length. Therefore, we need to calculate (x^) instead. In so doing we obtain 

the following diffusion constant for solids 

D=l^ 2.26 

And finally we obtain for the diffusion coefficient 

D=-^exp{-AW/kT). 2.27 

It should be understood here that this derivation is done here only to show how 

Arrhenious expression for D comes about. Even though the origin of this relation is 

completely empirical, there is enough basis and data available to consider h as a good 

representation of the reality. D, as stated, is usually represented by an Arrhenious relation, 
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the pre exponential factor being a constant. This is exactly what we wUl consider in this 

work. That is to say D is chosen as D=Doexp(-AW/kBT). 

We end our discussion concerning the Cu diffusion model in Si. However, we will 

take on this subject again when we discuss the analysis and the techniques in later chapters 

of this work. 
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Figure 2.1 Distribution fimction for paired ions. 
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Figure 2.2: Potential energy barrier versus diffusion coordinate, a and b are the 
equilibrium positions, d is the distance between the two equilibrium positions 
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CHAPTER III 

TID AND TIDIF 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we discuss the techniques used to analyze our data. The first 

technique, transient ion drift or TID, is due Heiser and Mesli [6]. A new complementary 

technique, named transient ion diffusion or TIDIF, is proposed. Both techniques are 

critically discussed and their operational parameters are defined. Here we wiU first start 

with TID [6] and then discuss TIDIF. The difference between the two techniques wiU be 

discussed and some numerical solutions corresponding to both techniques will be 

presented. Both TID and TIDIF are DLTS [25] applied to ions rather than elementary 

carriers. These techniques are very similar in many aspects to DLTS; however there are 

differences that are most cmcial in order to properly employ the techniques and to 

distinguish their resulting signals from the ones sourced by a deep level. 

3.2 TID 

TID was developed in actual fact on the basis of Lang's review article on space 

charge spectroscopy in semiconductors [25]. Lang shows from Poisson's equation that the 

relative capachance change in a Schottky diode due to a variation on the space charge is 

given by 

AC{t) C{t) - C(0) Â (x, QxAx 
C(oo) - C(oo) - NAW^ 
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where N(x,t) is considered to be the trapped majority carrier concentration within the 

depletion region W. Equation 3.1 is in fact the starting point of Lang's famous technique, 

DLTS [25]. In addition, this equation as Lang states also means that when the defects 

within the depletion region are in motion, they will generate a capachance change when 

the motion produces a net change in the first moment of the defect distribution. This 

expression of Lang is quhe generally valid. For instance, the depletion region width W in 

the junction capachance expression C=As8oAV is in fact the first moment of the charge 

distribution. Let us show how this comes about. From the Poisson equation one can show 

00 

that for the case of a Schottky diode the potential V is given as V= -^ ] xp{x)dx and the 
0 

total barrier charge Q for this diode of area A is 2 = ̂  J p{x)dx. We then obtain 

00 

C = ^77 = TPT:^ = / \ where <x> as seen is the first moment of the charge 
oV ^̂ 0 . (x) 

J xdp{x)dx 
0 

distribution 5p. In practice, if there are no deep levels involved the charge density is 

constant throughout the depletion region so that 6p=̂ 0 only at the edge of the depletion 

region located at x=W. Therefore <x>~W and C =A88o/<x>. However, when there is any 

contribution to the space charge due to some defect whose energy level crosses the Fermi 

level within the depletion region then <x> will shift slightly toward the interface, for which 

the capacitance will be slightly larger. 

These are the arguments that give life to the technique TID. In fact, if one were to 

assume that N(x,t) represents some ion concentration within the Schottky barrier, relative 

capachance change due to this defect can be calculated by Eq. 3.1. The problem here of 
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course is to model the functional form of N(x,t). In DLTS, N(x,t) is found by employing 

SRH statistics. In TID, N(x,t) is found by the model of Mesli and Heiser. Therefore, TID is 

DLTS applied to charged mobUe defects within the depletion region of a Schottky barrier. 

Considering this brief introduction above, let us now discuss the TID method 

proposed to investigate Cu diffusion in p-type Si. This method is based on the time 

dependent capachance change of a Schottky (or pn) barrier when charged impurities move 

under the effect of the depletion region field. 

Let us consider a Schottky barrier realized on a p-type Si sample with a uniform 

Cu ion density. We know that Cu dissolves positively within the sUicon lattice. Therefore, 

when this device is reverse biased the Cu ions will experience a similar but much slower 

drift than the majority carriers. Since the field strength decreases linearly within the 

depletion region the ions will eventually accumulate at the edge of the depletion region. 

Right outside the depletion region where the field is assumed to be zero, because of the 

accumulating concentration gradient of the ions there will be some diffusion of these 

charged impurities out of the depletion region. Heiser and Mesli ignore this diffusion on 

the basis that ions are much faster during the time that the reverse bias is applied. 

Therefore, Cu ions do not have enough time to diffuse out of the depletion region. When 

the reverse bias is canceled or reduced, the ion diffusion reestablishes their previously 

uniform distribution given enough time. This procedure, just as in DLTS, can be repeated 

periodically by pulsing the reverse bias. Let us elaborate on this point to draw the analogy 

between DLTS and TID. We know that the time window in DLTS will respond only when 

the time constant of the transients, due to a capachance change, is whhin the predefined 

window. That is to say, for some temperatures the transients give rise to much larger time 
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constant as a result of which DLTS window does not respond. The same is tme when the 

time constants of transients are much faster than the DLTS window. For some 

temperatures, however, the time constant of the transients will be comparable to this 

window, in which case a DLTS peak wUl be observed. This very same argument is 

applicable to the ionic motion. Since the mobility of the ions under a given reverse bias 

and frequency is temperature dependent, at some temperatures the ions will be too slow to 

follow the applied frequency. Therefore, the displacement of the ions will be close to zero 

resulting in a small capacitance change. This means that time constant of these transients 

will be too long. At much higher temperatures, on the other hand, transients due to the 

much higher mobility of ions will have considerably short time constants. In both of these 

cases, if we were to have a time window, just as in DLTS, no peak would have been 

observed. At some intermediate temperatures however, ionic mobility wiU perfectly follow 

the applied reverse bias frequency resulting in a time constant that is comparable to the 

window. In this case we would observe a TID peak just as in the case of DLTS. 

In contrast to these similarities between DLTS and TID, there are also some certain 

differences that enable us to distinguish a DLTS response from a TID response. In TID, 

there are two time regimes involved as in DLTS. The ion flattening time, Tf, the time 

necessary for the ion to diffuse back in when the reverse bias is canceled, is equivalent to 

the trap filling time in DLTS. The ion accumulation time, Xa, which is the time that 

uniformly distributed ions within the depletion region experiences, is analogous to 

emission time in DLTS. We will show that the ratio if/ia in TID is proportional to qVAsT, 

where Vr is the applied reverse bias. As is seen, this ratio is reverse bias dependent and 
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much higher than unity. This is not the case in DLTS, however. In DLTS the capture rate is 

much higher than the emission rate and in general is independent of the applied reverse 

bias. In practical terms this means that in TID the flattening pulse duration is much longer 

than accumulation pulse duration. In DLTS the opposhe is tme. Another difference 

emerges from the temperature dependence of the transients. In DLTS, temperature 

dependence of a deep level is constant, whatever the applied reverse bias is. This is not the 

case in TID. It is almost always possible to generate a large enough TID signal by 

manipulating the applied reverse bias. Therefore, the position and the shape of the TID 

peak are reverse bias dependent. 

Heiser and Mesli ,by considering the above discussed properties characterizing the 

ion drift kinetics, formulated the TID model after making some simplifying assumptions. 

These assumptions can be enumerated as foUows: 

a. During the time that reverse bias is applied thermal diffusion is negligible 

comparing to the drift of the ions, 

b. Cu density is lower than the shallow acceptor density, 

c. Acceptor doping density is supposed to be uniform so that the field distribution 

follows the linear form E(X)=EM(1-XAV), 

d. The Cu ion concentration is supposed to be constant. 

Under these assumptions temporal evolution of the Cu ion distribution can be found by 

solving the ion drift equation: 

dN{x,t) __d{N{x,t)^E{x)) 3 2 
dt dx • 
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The authors of this model refer to unpublished research for the solution of this equation in 

their work. Therefore, we developed our own solution to this equation. Below we wiU 

solve this equation by applying appropriate initial and boundary conditions. It wUl be 

shown that when this solution is used in DLTS Eq. 3.1, one obtains TID transient equation. 

First, the mobility [i of the ions on the right hand side of Eq. 3.2 should be 

accounted for, since it is a fimction of position. Einstein's relation enables us to express \x 

in terms of an effective diffusivity coefficient Defr. Since |LI is a function of poshion, so is 

Deff. However, remembering the discussion in Chapter II, by the model of Fuoss and Reiss, 

we can express Deff in terms of an intrinsic dififiasivity that is not a function of position. 

Therefore, as we did in Chapter II, one can consider D=Defr in Eq. 3.2 as a constant to be 

modified by the Fuoss-Reiss model. Hence, also considering the form of E(x) given in the 

assumption (c), Eq. 3.2 can be expanded as 

dN{x, t) 1 dN{x, t) 
3.3 St -t[Ni-J)-iW--)~tc 

where la, the time constant, is given by 

_j _ qPeffEM _ q^DeffNA _ kBTeso 
^' ~ ksTW ' ksTeeo "^^''qWeffNA' 

Then x. can be written as 

Ta = 
kBTeeo ^ . 

q^DeffNA 

Also note that we used the definition of maximum field strength EM in Eq. 3.4. Equation 

3.3 can be solved by the method of separation of variables. To accomphsh this, let us 

define N(x,t) as 
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N{x,t)=F{x)T{t) 3.6 

where F(x) and T(t) are such that their first derivatives exist. Substituting this definition of 

N(x,t) into the Eq. 3.4 we obtain 

where C is a non-zero number. Now we have two ordinary differential equations whose 

solutions constitute a solution for Eq. 3.3. Solving these two equations we have 

T{t) = To exp(CO and F{x) = Fo{W-x)^^'"-^^ 3.8 

where we introduced To and Fo as integration constants. Hence, using these solutions in 

Eq. 3.6, we obtain a solution, containing two arbitrary constants, of Eq. 3.3 as 

Â (x, 0 = Co exp{Ct){W-xy^'''-^^ 3.9 

in which Co=FoTo. The constants introduced during the solution should now be determined 

by the help of initial and boundary conditions. The imtial condition we assert here is that at 

t=0 the Cu distribution is uniform. This also suggests that at t=0 N is independent of 

position x. This means that whatever the value of the position x may be, at t=0 N is a 

constant. Consequently, at t=0 and x=0, N(0,0)=No=Co, which is the initial Cu distribution. 

In later times when t>0, we can assume a step hke distribution for Cu ions as shown in 

Fig. 3.1 that is obtained by the numerical solution of Eq. 3.3. In this line of thinking, 

therefore, the variable x represents the position of Cu step. In other words, hs value 

represents the width inside the depletion region where the Cu ions are depleted. 

Considering these arguments and the assumption (d), constant ion concentration, we can 

attempt to determine the value of the separation constant C. All we need to do is write 
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the total Cu within the depletion region in two different times, say at t=0 and t=t>0. Let us 

show the total Cu as Q. Hence, at t=0 Qo=N(0,0)W, and at t=t>0 Qt=N(x,t)(W-x). Since 

the number of Cu ions are constant whhin the depletion region, Qo=Qt. As a resuh we 

obtain the expression WCQW^'"'^ = Co exp(CO(^-x)^^''-i. It turns out that this equality 

can be solved for the step position x as function of time, leaving no need for us to 

determine the constant C. When this is done we get x(t) as 

x(0 = ^ ( l - e x p ( - : ^ ) ) . 3.10 

Next we proceed to obtain an expression for the concentration of Cu ions at the 

step position x(t) as given by Eq. 3.10. This is done easily by substituting 3.10 into 3.9. 

Hence we obtain 

N{t) = Noexp{t/Ta). 3.11 

This equation can also be cast in terms of the position coordinate x by the help of Eq. 

3.10. The resulting expression is given by 

NaW 

This concludes our solution for the ion drift equation. Now we need to show how 

one obtains TID response. This is achieved by making use of equations 3.10 and 3.11 in 

3.1 from which we obtain 

AC(0 _ C{t)-C(0) _ N{x,t)xAx _ N{t)x{t){W-x{t)) _ A^ _ , ._Xx^ 

C(oo) - c(oo) ~ NAm ~ NAW^ ~NA^ ^^vy Taff-

We can obtain the more recognized form given by 

C(0 - r ( 0 ) = C(a>)^( l - exp(-:^)) = [C(=o) -C(0)][1 - exp( -^) ] . 3.13 
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This equation differs only by a factor of 2 from the generally used DLTS equation, 

which is already an approximation as the one we considered here is. The approximate 

character of both TID and DLTS equations come from the expression 3.1, which is 

assumed to be correct only when the trap concentrations are less than the doping 

concentration. The same is tme for the case of TID. This, in the case of TID, is guaranteed 

by the assumptions we made before solving the ion drift equation. As a resuh, the TID 

transient Eq. 3.13 should not be used to determine Cu concentration since h will only be 

an approximation. Nevertheless, the time constant for the ion diffusion will give correct 

resuhs provided the Cu ions stay within the depletion region. 

In this section, as should be clear, we develop our model for the case where the 

diode was subjected to a reverse bias, as a result of which we had to deal with the ion drift 

equation. At end of the apphed reverse bias, in general, the ions as described are 

accumulated at the end of the depletion region. This region's width of course is 

determined by the steady state capacitance value of the diode at the end of this bias. When 

the reverse bias pulsed to a lower value near zero, depending on the duration of this pulse, 

ions will go under diffusion to reestablish their original uniform distribution. The depletion 

region capacitance during and as a result of this diffusion changes giving rise to a 

capacitance transient due to diffusion, hence the name transient ion diffusion, TIDIF. In the 

next section we will deal with this new technique. 

3.3 TIDIF 

Consider a metal and a p-type semiconductor whose work function is bigger than 

that of the metal. When these two are brought into intimate contact, the electrons flow 
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from the metal into the semiconductor until the Fermi levels are aligned. The electrons are 

minority carriers in the p-type semiconductor. After reaching the semiconductor, they 

recombine with holes giving rise to a space charge layer of ionized acceptors. The 

concentration of holes in the space charge region is negligibly small compared to the 

acceptor concentration. It follows therefore that on the semiconductor side of the contact 

the space charge consists of a depletion layer for which the thickness W depends on the 

concentration of the ionized acceptor atoms. 

The argument above is a simplified version of the generally accepted model for 

Schottky diode formation on a p-type sample. Depletion width is assumed to be a function 

only of the ionized dopant atom concentration. However, this is not entirely tme. In fact 

the depletion region width is not only affected by what is happening inside this region, but 

is affected also by what is happening right outside of this region, in the semiconductor 

side. Whhin the bulk we also have ionized acceptor atoms with their holes, holes that are 

far away from their atoms. Now assume that somehow we removed some of these holes 

from the bulk near the edge of the depletion region. Of course to compensate for this 

removal we need to remove the same amount negative charge. Assume that we 

accomplish this by removing the same amount charge from the metal. By removing these 

charges we create the same amount of positive charge in the metal and the same amount 

of negative charge (acceptor atoms) within the outer edge of the depletion region. Let us 

assume here for an instance that the location of the removed positive charge (holes) are 

right next to the depletion region. After the removal of the holes next to the depletion 

region we end up whh uncompensated acceptor atoms right next to the depletion region. 

This requires a change in the depletion region since the acceptor atoms are just like the 
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ones within the depletion region. Therefore, the depletion region expands after the 

removal of the charge giving rise to a smaller capachance. If the removal of the charges 

was a fimction of time, then as a resuh, this expansion of the depletion region would be 

also a function of this time. Therefore, to the quahtative arguments we presented here, the 

depletion region width, hence the capachance, will change by the removal of the holes 

next to the depletion region. We believe that this is what happens when Cu diffuses during 

the filling pulse as h is presented below 

Throughout our discussion in this section we wiU refer to Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3. 

Fig. 3.2 represents the behavior of a Cu diffused Schottky diode's capachance when the 

applied reverse bias is pulsed. Each number on the Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 represents beginning 

or the end of a specific bias applied to the sample. Corresponding to these figures is Fig. 

3.4 where we cmdely show the charge distribution in the same sample. Also note that Fig. 

3.4 shows four different charge distributions for each enumerated case in Figs. 3.2 and 

3.3 We start our considerations from a steady state case, at the end of the filling pulse 

enumerated as (2). At the end of this pulse the distribution of charge is schematically as 

seen on Fig. 3.4. First, in the metal we have the positive charge right at the interface on 

the metal side of the diode. Amount of this charge equals the amount of ionized negative 

charge within the depletion region. In the bulk, we have shown in light gray on positive y 

axis Cu^ ions. On the negative y-axis we have the same amount of B' as are assumed to be 

compensated (associated, paired) by the Cu ions. In addition to the paired B ions, 

unpaired B atoms are also shown in dark gray. Not shown in Fig. 3.4 we also have 

corresponding to these ionized atoms their respective electrons and holes. 
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This configuration of charges as we presented here should be considered as a 

cmde approximation to reality, since we opted for the easiest possible configuration. 

Some of the physical effects that are ignored may be the foUowings; 

1 There wiU be some Cu ions within the depletion region that we ignore. This is 

due to fact that in equilibrium push of the field is balanced by the concentration gradient at 

the edge of the depletion region. 

2. The same is tme for holes. This effect named as the Debye incursion of majority 

carriers. 

3. Next to the metal interface there is a region called the inverted layer (Lang). 

This layer is filled with minority carriers, in our case electrons. Lang shows that this region 

becomes simply nonexistent for high reverse biases. 

4. We also ignored any deep levels that may contribute to the charge distribution. 

The charge configuration as described above is the initial configuration we will 

consider. Let us assume that at t=0, the reverse bias is increased from -V+AV to -V, as 

result of which depletion region width widened from Wi to W2. The charge distribution 

during the time that this bias is on changes according to model we described in section 

3,2. Briefly, Cu ion distribution changes according to the formula N(t)=Noexp(t/Ta). And 

the edge of this charge distribution is given by x(t)=W(l-exp(-t/Ta). During this 

accumulation time because of the change on the charge distribution we observe a 

capacitance change given by the TID equation in section 3.2. Please also note that this 

change is due to that of W2, which during the accumulation decreases to W3. Even though 

we have not discussed yet how one obtains the difflisivity from the observed time 
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constants of these transients, as will be seen in the following chapters, this is quhe easily 

accomplished from the slope of time constants when plotted as a function of inverse 

temperature. Therefore, the method discussed in section 3.2 can be apphed and diffusion 

data can be extracted for the case we considered so far. 

At the end of the accumulation pulse we will have the distribution as shown in Fig. 

3.4. Also enumerated as (3) in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Let us remember here that when the Cu 

ions are in this configuration, the bias is returned form -V to -V+AV, that is the filling 

pulse came in. This case is numbered as (4) in the related figures. However, the charge 

distribution is different at this moment even though the bias is at hs previous value. We 

will not have the same capacitance value we had at the steady state at t=0. Instead the 

capacitance will relax to this steady state through some sort of transient. 

Here, we apply our line of reasoning as presented in the beginning of this section. 

First, Cu ions are now far away from the depletion region. Because their mobility is much 

smaller than the elementary carriers in the regions where Cu ions were during the steady 

state, now there is almost no Cu ions. All this region is occupied by majority carriers, in 

this case holes. However, since there is buih up concentration gradient of the Cu ions, 

they will diffuse into this region. Given enough time the concentration profile will take on 

its original form. As the Cu,̂  ions diffuse towards depletion region edge at W4 the 

acceptor atoms wUl be passivated. As a resuh, the depletion region will move from W4 to 

Wi once again having hs steady state value. Since the junction capachance is inversely 

proportional to depletion region width, h wUl go through a change too, decreasing from 

its value at (4) to that at (1). It is obvious now that the change on the capachance is due to 

the Cu ions outside the depletion region diffusing toward the edge of the depletion region. 
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Since the diffusion of the Cu ions is temperature dependent, the reasoning we followed in 

presenting TID, can be applied here too. 

For now let us assume that the diffusion of the accumulated ions depends only on 

their concentration and temperature of the sample. Concentration N(t) and the position 

x(t) of the accumulated ions during the accumulation pulse, as explained in the previous 

section, depends on the temperature for a given reverse bias and frequency. That is, for 

low temperatures the concentration of the Cu ions wiU be too low and x(t) too small, to 

cause any change on the depletion width during diffusion. For some high temperatures, the 

ions will be accumulated at a high concentration, x(t) large. Therefore, during diffusion 

due to high temperature and concentration gradient, both the time necessary for the ions 

to diffuse back in is short and the magnitude of depletion width change is large. At even 

higher temperatures, during the drift, the concentration gradient will even be higher, x(t) 

larger. As a result during diffusion the change on the depletion region width is going to be 

even larger and faster. All this suggests that, instead of setting the DLTS window during 

the time the reverse bias is on, the window in this case is set up during the time that filling 

pulse is on. Thus, we generate a diffusion transient peak similar in many respects to the 

TID peak. 

What is needed here, however, is not the peak as h was not in TID. In order to 

estimate the time constants of the diffusion transients causing the peak, we need to know 

how the depletion region width changes as time passes during the diffusion of the ions. 

The simplest approach to this would be just to consider, ignoring any other effect, that 

diffusion of the ions is only due to their concentration gradient. If the concentration 

gradient of the ions can be found as a fianction of time and position, one may estimate the 
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time dependence of the depletion region, hence the capacitance change, as a function of 

time. 

Therefore, our approach is clear. A diffusion equation, subject to the system's 

initial and boundary conditions must be solved. Then, from the Poisson equation, 

capacitance change as function of time should be calculated using the solution of the 

diffusion equation. To accomplish this, we should make following simplifying but 

reasonable approximations. 

a. Ion concentration is constant during the diffusion. 

b. Diffusion takes place only towards the previously depleted region. 

c. It is assumed that there is no diffusion potential established due to accumulated 

ions at the edge of the depletion region. 

d. Initial Cu profile is supposed to be an infinitesimally small distance 5 away but 

within depletion region W. It is also assumed that depleted region, W-6, contains no Cu 

ions 

e. Boundary conditions are set such that the flux at both boundaries are zero. 

Proceeding whh the solution, we immediately realize that, this problem is a series 

expansion due to assumption (b). After setting up the differential equation, which is Pick's 

diffusion equation, a general solution can be found as 

Mx, 0 =Z exp{-XlDeM^rn cos(^^x) +Brr, sin(>^^x)] 3.14 
m 

where K is the separation constant and where An and B^ are integration constants. 

Values of these constants are found through the boundary conditions. Let us then 
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investigate above equations at hs defined boundaries. Fhst, let us see hs behavior at x=0. 

According to (e) the flux is equal to zero at both boundaries, thus we have 

\ 

dN{x, t) 
dx 

JdN{x,t) 
x=0 \ ox = 0 

x=0 

from which h is easily shown that XnTmn/W and B,n=0. Substituting these into 3.14 we 

obtain 

N{x,t) =T,AmCos{^x)exp{-XlDefft). 3.15 

In order to estimate the value of A^, we need to employ the initial condition, given in (d). 

However, we first need the value of N(x,t) at t=0. This can be estimated by the help of (d) 

in the following manner. At t=0 (W-6)No amount of matter is depleted. As a resuh the 

same amount of matter is accumulated at the edge of depletion region. This is equal to 

(N,-No)6 where Ni is the concentration of ions at the depletion region at t=0. Both of these 

quantities should be equal from which we obtain the initial concentration as 

N{x,0)=N, = ^No. 3.16 

Now, multiplying Eq. 3 15 written at t=0 on both sides by cos(npAV) and integrating both 

sides of the resulting expression from one boundary to the other, we obtain the following 

relation 

IV w 

j V(x, 0 ) c o s ( ^ x ) ^ = 1 ^,„ j c o s ( ^ x ) c o s ( ^ x ) ^ . 
0 YV m Q YY Yr 

The right hand side of this equation integrates to give AnW/2. Thus, we write An as 

w 
2 f mz 

^" = "pp J ^(^ '0)cos( -^x)^ . 

This equation, considering assumption (e), can be put into parts as follows 
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fWS w 

^"=w\ 1 O c o s ( ^ x ) ^ + j M c o s ( ^ x ) ^ 

By integration, we obtain An as 

, 2w,, ^(-^r^Hfs) 
^" = l^yA^o nn ^2Vo(-l)-. 

We have used the fact that when d^O, sin{^S) ^ ^S. As a resuh, Eq, 3.15 can now be 

written as 

V(x,0 = 27Vo S(- l) '^cos(^x)exp(-^^Z).^0- 3.17 

Concentration of diffusing ions is governed approximately by Eq. 3.17. That is, 

this is the equation that gives us the change on the capachance or the width of the 

depletion region of the Shottky diode. 

The DLTS equation 3.1 can be used here to calculate the change on the 

capacitance, since the change, in other word diffusion, of the charge is causing the change 

in W, hence in the capacitance. However, we should remember that now we have a 

continuos spatial variable, independent of time unlike the case we considered in TID. 

Therefore, a spatial integration should be performed to obtain the total change on the 

capacitance. Hence we have from the equations 3.1 and 3.17 

AC(0 ^ N{x,t)xdx 2/yo v / ^\m / i2 n A T rmn x , ^ no 
C H 1 ^ J ^ ^ NJV^ ? ^'^^ ^M-^lD^ffi) J xcos ( -^x )^ . 3.18 

After integration we obtain the transient equation for the diffiision case as 

C(oo) NAU^ m V / J ^j2 
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This equation includes infinite number of terms. In hs present form h is not highly usefiil. 

Nevertheless, h can be put into more recognizable and usefiil form by considering the 

following. 

The reason that we have an equation in a series expansion form is because of the 

fact that the solution 3.17 of the diffusion equation is obtained as such. It is seen from 

both of the equations 3.17 and 3.19 that for large times the contribution to the resuh is, 

because of increasing m, rapidly decreasing. Therefore, one expects that the major 

contributions for both of the equations to the respective resuhs comes from the first terms. 

In fact, h can be shown that [24] when the time that the pulse was on is on the order of 

Xf̂ Ŵ /TT̂ Deff, which is the time required for Cu ions to diffuse over a distance W, the error 

introduced will be about 1 percent. Therefore, retaining only the first term in 3.19 will 

suffice for aU intents and purposes. Hence, from 3.19, we obtain the following 

AC(0 4Vo , ,2n A 4Â o . n'^Defft, 4No , / , 
C W ^ A ^ exp(-A?Z).^) = ^ ^ e x p ( - ^ ^ ) = ^ ^ exp{-jj) 3.20 

where we defined xj^ - ^ ^^-^ as the time constant of the diffusing species. From 3.20, 

as we did in section 3.2, it is shown that 

AC(0 = C{^)-^ ^M-Tf) = ^CM exp(-:^) where ACM = C{oo) - C(0). 3.21 

This equation is the transient diffusion equation, from which the time constant for the 

diffusing species can be evaluated. Knowing the time constant is equivalent to knowing 

the diffusion coefficient for the species under investigation. 

What we have here is in fact an example of a general principle of nature we come 

across frequently. It is the principle of detaUed balance applied to the ionic motion. In 

DLTS the principle of detailed balance finds hs place by relating the capture rate to the 
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emission rate of a defect. However, so far as we know, no work has ever been published 

measuring the capture rate by setting up a rate window during the capture or filling pulse. 

Instead, information concerning the capture rate of a defect is obtained by manipulating 

the duration of the capture pulse and observing the effect of this manipulation during the 

carrier emission under some reverse bias, where the DLTS window is set up. What would 

happen if we followed the same procedure in TID? Since TID does not tmly deal with 

electronic defects, the resuhs should be meaningless. Heiser and Mesh reports a capture 

cross section on the order of lO^^ cm^ for their TID mns on Cu diffused Ga doped Si. This 

number the authors state is much lower than any capture rate reported in Si. Therefore, 

studying the trap filling kinetics in TID is another way to prove that what is deah with is 

due to difflising Cu but not due to a deep level response. In addition, as we mentioned in 

section 3.2, the capture rate is usually independent of applied reverse bias in a deep level 

response. Now we can show by taking the ratio between Xa and if that in TID this ratio is 

indeed reverse bias dependent. From the equations 3.5 and 3.20, this ratio is found to be 

j ^ = 2k^T- ^^ room temperature, this ratio is on the order of 10 .̂ This is not the case in 

DLTS as we depicted in section 3.2. 

We should note here that the model TIDIF is proposed to explain the observed Cu 

diffusion data. In a TID mn the transient should be digitized only during the bias on state. 

However, just out of curiosity, for some of the mns, bias on and off states were digitized 

together, which showed the behavior presented schematically on Figs. 3.2 and 3.3. Much 

later when we started to analyze our data the model presented here was introduced to 

explain the observed data. To make sure that the proposed model represents at least 
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quahtatively the observed behavior, we designed a new set of experiment. The idea was 

both to eliminate the possibility that the observed behavior during the actual mn was not 

an artifact of the experiment and, if h is not, to verify our first observations from a 

different point of view. Below, we describe the conditions under which this experiment 

was performed. 

Sample preparation technique for this mn was the same as the one used in our 

previous mns. We will come to this in Chapter V. Cu diffused Schottky diodes were 

reverse biased at room temperature for about 5 minutes. Then, they are immersed into LN2 

while the apphed bias was on. This step was to ensure that Cu concentration profile would 

maintain the profile it had under room temperature. After a short time, the sample 

temperature was quickly increased to ice temperature by immersing it in an ice-water 

solution while the applied bias was still on. At this temperature the capacitance of the 

sample was digitized for some time while the bias was kept on. Finally, the bias is turned 

off while the capacitance is still being digitized. The same procedure applied while sample 

temperature was about 295K. The digitized curves are presented on Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. As 

seen, the behavior of the capachance on both cases, as we presented above, follow an 

exponential behavior. Also note that at room temperature since Cu ions are much faster 

comparing to the ice temperature. Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 are sufficient at least to show the 

quahtative agreement whh the model we proposed here. 
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Figure 3.1: Cu distribution within the depletion region of a p-type Schottky diode. 
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Figure 3.2: Behavior of a Cu diffused p-type Schottky barrier under the pulsing conditions 
given in Fig. 3.3 
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Figure 3.3: Pulsing states of a Schottky diode. 
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Figure 3.4: History of Cu evolution in a p-type Schottky diode. Capachance behavior and 
the pulsing conditions are shown on Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 
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Figure 3.5: TIDIF transients at ice-water temperature. 
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Figure 3.6: Room temperature TIDIF transients due to Cu diffusion. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we present the experimental setup first. Next, the details of the 

electrical system are discussed. The data acquisition system is discussed before the analysis 

methods used in this work are presented. Final words are about the sample preparation 

procedure we foUowed in this work. 

4.2 Experimental Setup 

The temperatures used in this work were between 280 K and 390K. Unfortunately, 

there was not a cryogenic system in our lab to accommodate for temperatures above room 

temperature. As a resuh we built a simple system to accomplish this. Basically, Fig. 4.1 

represents the physical system we used. A cold fingering dewar used to cool the samples 

in the vacuum environment. The cold finger was simply a y2-inch diameter aluminum rod 

passing through the center of the base plate as shown in Fig. 4.1. To reduce the thermal 

conduction between the rod and the base plate of the vacuum chamber, the center of the 

base plate was machined to have a 4 inch diameter circular opening on which a !/2-inch 

thick Teflon plate is attached and vacuum sealed with Teflon o-rings. The center of the 

Teflon plate is sufficiently wide to aUow the aluminum rod to pass through. An 

appropriate feed-through is used to attach the rod to the Teflon plate. Again, the 

feed-through is vacuum sealed to the Teflon plate by an appropriate Teflon o-ring. The 

aluminum rod then passed through this apparatus. An appropriate Teflon o-ring, placed 
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o-ring, placed around the rod, and a threaded boh that can be attached to the feed-through 

are used for vacuum sealing. Also, to ensure a good enough vacuum within the chamber, 

the end of the rod that stays inside the vacuum chamber is sealed by means of a bolt and 

Teflon o-ring. The o-ring is placed around the aluminum rod. Then h is tightly squeezed 

on the Teflon plate with a threaded boh. 

A sample holder is attached to the cold finger. It includes two pieces, a lead disk 

and a copper plate. The copper plate is used as a heating-plate by inserting the 

heater-cartridge right underneath h into the lead disk. The heater is operated by a 

temperature controUer. Indium foU and mica are put on top of the heating plate. Also a 

thermally conductive, electrically resistive compound is used on the surfaces. While the 

mica plates on the top of the heater plate serve as an electrical insulator, the indium foil 

and thermal compound improve the thermal conductivity among the elements of the 

sample holder. The indium foil and the thermal compound are also used when securing the 

sample holder to the cold finger. 

Electrical connections are made through the flanges connected to the base plate. 

While one flange is used as a gate for the evacuation pumping, the others are used for the 

electrical connections of the system embodying several BNC feed-throughs and an 

eight-pin connector. The eight-pin connector is used for two silicon diode temperature 

sensors. To pulse and the measure the capachance of the sample two of the BNC 

connectors are used. Other two BNC connectors are used to supply current for the heater 

cartridge. There are two more BNC connectors on the base plate, which we used only 

once to calibrate the Si temperature sensors. We will detail the calibration procedure later 

in this chapter. 
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In this system, to cool the system's temperature down we used the dewar filled 

with LN2 and to heat h up the heater cartridge is used. A systematic cooling-heating 

procedure was foUowed to eliminate differences that might arise from one mn to other due 

to different cooling and heating rates. 

4.3 Electrical Svstem 

The electronic instmments used to form the "DLTS ' system we used are given 

below. Their roles are outiine later. 

1. A Computer with NI-GPIB Card. 

2. HP 3458A Digitizing Multimeter. 

3. HP 3478A Multimeters. 

4. HP 1662A Function Generator. 

5. HP 6416A Power Supply. 

6. Lake Shore Model DRC-91C Temperature Control Unit. 

7. Boonton Electronics Model 72B Capacitance Meter. 

8. Tektronix Model 2231 60 MHz OsciUoscope. 

The elements of the DLTS electronic system, block diagrammed in Fig. 4.2, are 

interfaced to the computer through an IEEE-488.2 compatible NI-GPIB card. Each of the 

components in the system is capable of supplying digital output except for the capacitance 

meter. Therefore, the analog output of the capacitance meter is first digitized by the 

dighizer, an HP-3458A dighizing multimeter. Then the dighal output is read by the 

computer via the GPIB bus. Since the capachance difference as function of temperature 
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gives the spectmm, there are two fiindamental measurements to be done, namely the 

temperature and the capachance of the sample being tested. 

Si diode sensors are used to read the temperature. The temperature controUer is 

capable of reading the temperature from these sensors. However, the sensors were not 

calibrated. This, according to the Lake Shore cryotronics would cause a 1 to 2 °C error. In 

addition due to thermal gradient on the sample holder, which we observed, there may be 1 

to 5 °C error on the sample temperature that is read. On the early mns, we were not aware 

of this discrepancy. Nevertheless, this is not important, since the samples we used on those 

mns were not included in this work due to their inconsistent behavior. 

To overcome these difficulties we calibrated the Si sensors to a specific point on 

the sample holder that was used to place the samples. To accomplish this we used a 

four-lead Pt temperature sensor. A four-lead Pt sensor needs a constant current supplied 

through 2 of the 4 leads. The other two leads are used to read the voltage drop across the 

resistor. This voltage drop is a function of sensor's temperature. However, this behavior 

does not hold for a wide range of temperatures. Fortunately, there are algorithms 

developed to overcome this nonlinear behavior. We used the one supplied by Lake Shore 

Cryotronics to convert the digitized voltage read off the Pt resistor to temperature. 

The data acquisition and analysis software, Labview, is a powerful graphical 

programming environment. The code supplied by Lake Shore is written for HP-Basic 

interpreter. As a resuh, the algorithm had to be written in Labview and compiled. To make 

certain that the algorithm was correctly implemented, we used an old HP system that 

already had the algorithm on its lOM hard disk. The resuhs were exactly the same. After 

assuring that the algorithm was implemented correctly, another program was written to 
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acquire the temperature data from both the Si sensors and Pt resistor simuhaneously. Then 

Si sensors are securely placed on the sample holder. Pt resistor is placed on a specific 

place that samples were intended to be placed so that we would read the temperature for 

that specific point on the sample holder. Several mns performed for heating up and 

cooling down to ensure that there were not unaccountable differences from one mn to 

other. Temperature values read off all three sensors were saved to an ASCII file to be used 

as a look up table when the DLTS mns are performed. Fig 4.3 and Fig. 4.4 show 

temperature differences between Pt and Si sensors named A and B, for mns heating up 

and cooling down. As seen, by use of a suitable lookup table, whether the mn is up or 

down, for the actual mns eliminates these differences. 

After measuring the temperature, the capacitance of the sample should be 

measured under the desired bias and pulse settings. The sample diode tested is both 

reverse biased and pulsed using the function generator. During the experiments several 

different pulse lengths and amplitudes were used, as will be discussed in detail later. After 

setting the pulse and bias to the desired values on the sample, the capachance is measured 

by the capachance meter. The analog output vohage of the capachance meter is mn 

through the HP 345 8 A dighizer where h is dighized. The output vohage of the 

capacitance meter is directly proportional to the capacitance of the sample. The 

HP-3458A multimeter is capable of digitizing with an aperture time of 2.10"̂  sec. It 

accepts TTL trigger signals as low as 100 mHz. Therefore, transient capachance values 

can be digitized accurately for several seconds. 
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The trigger of the system is the HP-1662 A fimction generator. This instmment is 

capable of supplying a TTL signal synchronously with hs output. It, therefore, serves as 

the main clock source for the whole system. 

4.4 Data Acquisition 

The computer algorithms that were used throughout this work was developed by 

us using the graphical programming environment of Labview by National histniments. 

Labview is an enormously powerful language designed especially for instmmentation. This 

program consists of many icons each named as a virtual instmment or abbreviated vi. By 

simply connecting these icons a program can be written within minutes. The most 

important feature of this program, however, is hs abilhy to easily communicate to an 

instmment with a GBIB interface. This virtually eliminates the need to know anything 

about GPIB commands. As an example, we show on Fig. 4.5 the back and front panel of 

the Labview program that we used for DLTS data acquishion. In addition it includes a 

powerful analysis package for scientists that we used in the analysis of our data. 

This software was used extensively in this work. Almost all of our data acquisition 

was performed by means of Labview, except for couple of cases where we used an HP 

computer and HP basic software to make sure that the data being acquired was correct. 

We have written several secondary programs to help us understand what was being 

observed. As we mentioned above, for reasons unknown at the time, for a long time we 

could not succeed to obtain repeatable and consistent resuhs through TID mns. Therefore, 

after trying several different sample preparation techniques, we decided to look for 

different approaches to momtor the capacitance values, besides using the TID technique. 
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Among the techniques that we rediscovered, thermally stimulated capachance and 

thermally stimulated current are the ones that most widely used ones before DLTS 

algorithm was introduced. These techniques and theh several variations were tried on Cu 

diffused samples to extract the information needed to confirm what we could and could 

not find using TID. However, none gave any presentable and/or repeatable results. As the 

end resuh, these techniques and appropriate programs were redeveloped in our lab which 

was not used in the main course of this work. 

Several other pieces of software were written and used in this research, such as 

capacitance-voltage (CV) and current-voltage (IV) measurement programs. CV 

measurements are used often, since from these measurements one can estimate net free 

carrier concentration of the test samples being investigated. 

The main data acquishion program employed is an exact implementation of the 

DLTS algorithm of Lang under the graphical development environment. Below, we 

describe the workings of this program. We will refer to it from now on as the spectmm 

program. 

This program basically is capable of controlling every GPIB-capable instmment in 

the system. It has two purposes. The first, h is used to calibrate the acquishion system. In 

order to control the part of a transient that should be dighized and downloaded to the 

computer's hard disk, this calibration must be performed. During this stage, one basically 

set up all the desired values of the experimental conditions. For instance, according to the 

values of pulse width and frequency deshed, the number of points and timer interval 

should be set up on the digitizer. Delay time settings of the dighizing muhimeter can also 

be used to start the acquishion from any point on the transient. Once the appropriate 
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settings are obtained one may start the program to acquire transients for preset 

temperature scan. Once the desired temperature is reached, the program stops and writes 

the data on the hard disk with a predefined file name. The program is also capable of 

calculating standard deviations of the transient data files. 

After this brief description of the program let us see how the spectroscopy 

program performs. First of all, the program consists of several subroutines, or in 

Labview's language sub-vi's. Each sub-vi may also have hs own sub-vi. Each of these vi's 

perform a defined task in parallel in general, in turn when necessary. First, the program 

needs the names for the data files to be saved to the hard disk after execution is 

terminated. There are two file names to be entered; one for the transient files with 

appropriate temperatures and two standard deviation files corresponding to the transients 

that are to be acquired. If needed, a file header describing the conditions for that specific 

mn can be entered for each file from the control panel. The timer, the delay and the 

number of points are the settings for the HP-3458A. One also needs to define whether the 

mn is a heat-up or cool-down mn. This input is necessary because of rate differences in 

the temperature variations when heating up and cooling down. When the direction is set, 

the temperature to stop the acquishion is automatically set, too. It is always possible to 

change the set temperature so that one can stop termination prematurely. The last entry is 

for averaging purposes. Whh averaging the noise is reduced by averaging together several 

curves at the same temperature. This setting is also used to calculate the standard 

deviation array for each averaged curve. Also there is a sub-vi that programs the pulse 

generator. However, this program needs to mn only once. This is because once the pulse 



generator is programmed to the desired frequency and bias, h will keep these setting until 

changed. 

After the program gets aU hs inputs, h is ready to mn. When the program mns, h 

first reads the appropriate lookup table into RAM for the temperature measurement. Then, 

the digitizer is programmed by sending necessary command strings to the instmment. The 

string parameters that we need to modify are put on the front panel of the program. For 

instance, timer and delay inputs are sent to the instmment as parameters of the command 

strings. The strings that are always the same are hard-coded on the back panel of the 

program. After the instmment is put into the specified state, h is ready to send the data 

over the GPIB bus to the computer. At each trigger, the HP-3458A digitizes the analog 

signal h receives from the capachance meter and sends h to the computer. The instmment 

repeats this the specified number of times at a reasonably constant temperature. 

Immediately after it sends the data, the temperature of the sample is read and send to the 

computer. The computer then averages the transients, calculates the standard deviation for 

the averaged signal and finally puts the data into an appropriate array. The array size is 

dynamic; the program adjusts the size of the array when needed. This procedure continues 

until the specified temperature is reached. When this happens then the program finishes its 

execution after it saves the data to the hard disk. 

4.5 Analysis 

In this section, the tools used to analyze our data are presented. Again Labview is 

our main tool. However, Microcal's Origin and Jandel Scientific's Sigma Plot are also 
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used. Other computational tools used are Mathcad, Maple and PDESOL. We will 

acknowledge these programs as necessary. 

DLTS, TID or TIDIF algorithms are aU the same. Briefly, a window is set such that 

capachance values are read for two predefined gate times with theh appropriate 

temperature values. Then, the capachance difference is plotted as function of temperature. 

In doing so one obtains a peak spectmm of the defect levels, for instance in the case of 

DLTS. In both TID and TIDIF, we are concerned, not with the peaks, but mostly about the 

time constants of the transients. Therefore, we needed a program that extracts the time 

constants of the saved transients whh their corresponding temperatures while at the same 

time h would also employ the DLTS algorithm to calculate the TID and/or TIDIF 

spectmm. Such programs were written using Labview and successfully applied to analyze 

Cu data. The success of the programs are verified by using other commercially available 

programs like Origin and Sigma Plot on the same data sets. The results are virtually the 

same. In this work we used the program written in Labview due to a couple of reasons. 

First, Origin and Sigma Plot are to slow for such big data set (usually larger than lOM). 

Second, both of these programs accept only a limited size of array. Thus, using these 

programs in the analysis required us to reduce the array sizes by choosing arrays only for 

certain number of temperature values. Third, h is almost impossible to incorporate the 

standard deviation files in the analysis tools. Both of these programs have a type of script 

language. However, they have a steep learning curve and, as they are interpreted they are 

considerably slower. The Labview analysis routines we wrote are easy to control and 

manipulate directly from the front panel. It is also possible to change settings during an 
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analysis mn. Also after each mn, the resuhs are written into an ASCII file that can easily be 

used for further analysis needed. This is not tme for the other two programs. 

Before we describe this Labview analysis routine h is necessary to describe the 

mathematics and physics of the equations. These equations are, of course, none other than 

the TID and TIDIF transient equations. Also are the equations that are derived by means of 

these transient equations. Here we put these equations into a form from which one can 

easily extract the needed information. Below, first the TID, then the TIDIF, transient 

equations are deah with. 

To extract the time constant from the TID equation, it seems that one needs to 

perform a three-parameter fit to equation 3.13. The fit parameters are the time constant Xa, 

C(0) and C(oo)-C(0) In this case, equation 3.13 is written as 

C{t) = C(0) + [C(oo) - C(0)][1 - exp(-^/T.)]. 4.1 

This equation however can be put into different forms so that the fit parameters 

can be reduced to two or one. By use of logarithms h can even be put in a linear form. 

These easily achieved since C(0) and C(oo) can be directly extracted from the data. By 

adding and subtracting appropriate C(0) and C(oo) values, for example, the following 

equations can be constmcted. 

C{t) - C(0) = [C(oo) - C(0)][ 1 - exp{-t/Ta)] 4.2 

leads to a two-parameter fit where C(oo)-C(0), and Xa, are the fit parameters. C(0) is 

extracted directly from the data. 

' C(oo) - C(0) " ^^P^ '^'^ 

demands a one-parameter fit where Xa is the fit parameter and where all the constant 
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capachance values are read from the transiem files. It is also easily shown that from 

equation 4.3 one can obtain a linear equation with one unknown parameter. 

There are 10 possible forms that would give the same information from different 

point of views. The one that we used is the by 

C{t) - C(0) = [C(cx)) - C(0)] exp(-//T,) 4.4 

where C(oo)-C(0) and Xa are used as fitting parameters. We have chosen this form for two 

reasons. First, the pre-exponential factor in equation 4.4 when plotted as fianction of 

temperature should give a TID peak. If the fit is any good then the TID peak that is 

calculated from the data and the fit that is estimated by the pre-exponential factor should 

almost be the same. Second reason is that Eq. 4.4 can be linearized easily which would 

give us another way to estimate the fit parameters by applying a linear fit. 

A fitting routine was written in Labview for each of the possible cases to extract 

the time constants from the transients. The routine applied to Eq. 4.4 and to its linearized 

form performs a Levenberg-Marquart nonlinear fitting algorithm for the exponential fit 

and generalized least squares fit to the linearized form simultaneously. The program first 

reads a specified transient file and its corresponding standard deviation file. Then, one can 

adjust inhial and final capacitance values ehher before or during the mn. The program 

displays the exponential transients and their linearized forms on the same graph, from 

which one can choose the beginning and ending values of the capachance transients. On a 

different graph, h also displays the chosen data and the fitted data for both linearized and 

exponential data. The program also performs the TID routine to calculate TID spectmm. 

Finally, when the mn ends it saves the fitting coefficients and TID spectmm to separate 

files. The goodness of the fits is checked by monhoring the MSE. 
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Estimating the fit parameters is the first step in our analysis routine. We are after 

the diffusion coefficient of Cu. Below we discuss how this can be performed once the time 

constants are known 

From Eq. 3.5 in Chapter III and 2.27 in Chapter II, the following equation is 

obtained easily 

^ _ q^NADeff _ "i^^^^^^ff ^-^^r^W. 4 3 
° kBTeeo kBTeeo ^^ ksT^ 

from which, after manipulating, we can obtain 

ln(-^) = ln( J'' ) + f^. 4.6 
^kBT^ ^q^NADoeff^ kBT 

As seen, a linear fit to this equation gives AW, the energy barrier for diffusion and Doeff. In 

turn this allows us to constmct the diffusion coefficient in the Arrhenious form. 

There is one other similar way to this very same calculation. We know from 

equation 3.5 Defr can be left alone as De^= ~^~JAI~- Therefore, knowing the value of Xa as 
Xaq ^^A 

function of temperature we can calculate for Defr as 

r^ ££0 kBT p. . AW^ An 

eeo kBT^ ,„^^ ^ AW 4 g 

from which we obtain 

ln{Deff) = l n ( ^ y ^ T 7 ) = HDoeff) - j ^ 

which gives directly pre-exponential factor and the energy barrier for diffusion. This is the 

technique we applied. Of course, a Labview routine was written to read the time constants 

from a file to calculate the linear fit. The values for NA are calculated from CV 

measurements. 
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As the last step of TID analysis, we remember that the calculated diffusion 

coefficients are not intrinsic but supposed to be some effective diffusion coefficient. 

Therefore there is one more step to be performed. This step applies the Fuoss and Reiss 

model presented in chapter II to include the pairing of Cu and acceptor atoms. This is 

done by use of the equation (13) of chapter II, which relates the intrinsic diffusion 

coefficient to the effective one. The most important parameter to consider in the equation 

2.13 i s n . 

As was presented in Chapter II, Q can be calculated by two techniques. The first is 

to use of Fuoss-Reiss model, in which case W needs to be numerically integrated. The 

second is to use the one that we obtained by chemical kinetics, given by Eq. 2.21 of 

Chapter II. The calculations to accomplish these are performed by programs written in 

Mathcad, as shown in Fig. 4.6. There are differences between the values of Q calculated 

by these two techniques. Intrinsic diffusion coefficients calculated by making use of these 

Q values are considerably different. We discuss these in the results section of this work. 

For now, suffice it to say that when D values are calculated by the Labview program we 

mentioned above both cases are considered. This concludes our discussion on the analysis 

of the TID transient data. Below, TIDIF analysis is discussed. 

TIDIF analysis is similar to TID. The same fitting routine is used to calculate the 

time constants. However the sign of the capacitance differences is taken into consideration 

since in TIDIF C(0) and C(oo) are exchanged. This is accomplished by considering the 

absolute values of the capacitance differences. After obtaining the time constants form the 

fit routine by similar arguments as in TID we can write the following equation for the 

effective diffusion coefficient 
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J P ^ 2eeo{Vb, + Vr) ^ ^ A^F, 

where we used the approximate value, just h was used in TID model, for the depletion 

region W. Vr and Vb, represent the buih in vohage and applied reverse bias, respectively 

From equation (57) above h can easily be shown, by taking the natural logarithms of both 

sides, that 

w n \ 1 ,2eeo{\Vbi + Vr\), , ^^ ^ Aff 

This equation can be used as the equation from which, by a fitting routine, Doetr and AW 

can be estimated. As in the TID case the Fouss-Reiss model should be use to extract the 

intrinsic diffusion form the calculated Defr values. 

4.6 Sample Preparation 

Sample preparation was and has been the most demanding and time consuming 

part of this work. Even though the procedure described in the hterature was religiously 

followed. We could not to obtain good Schottky diodes out of the p-type samples we had 

in our lab. These samples silicon samples are of unknown origin, as they were given to us 

by the Electrical Engineering Department of Texas Tech, and we have very little 

information on these samples. For a long time we deah with these samples trying to obtain 

diodes that behaved like ideal diodes. Unfortunately we could not succeed in 

accomplishing this. Finally we acquired several new p-type (B-doped) FZ silicon wafers, 

by Wacker Chemitryonics. Schottky diodes realized out of these samples gave 

reproducible resuhs. In this section, the techniques applied to prepare Cu diffused silicon 

samples and Schottky diodes are historically presented. 
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The samples from EE are of different thickness and diameters with different 

coarseness. These and all the other samples used were first lapped with aluminum oxide 

grit of varying size, starting from 9, 5, 3, 1, 0.5, and 0.03 micrometers. Once a smooth 

surface is obtained, the samples are subjected to a cleaning procedure to ensure that the 

samples are free of possible contaminants. The procedure to clean the samples includes 

two steps. The first step is to wash each sample in beakers continuing distilled water, 

methanol, acetone, and trichloroethylene, respectively. Then each sample, while immersed 

in a beaker containing trichloroethylene, is ultrasonically cleaned for 30 minutes in an 

ultrasonic cleaner. Then the samples are rinsed in acetone and methanol. After this, all the 

samples were etched in an acid solution consisting of nhric acid, hydrofluoric acid and 

acetic acid to obtain mirror-like surfaces. This procedure was foUowed every time from 

beginning to the end of this work without changing a step. 

Once the samples are free, as much as possible, of any contamination, Cu diffusion 

is performed. This process is performed in furnaces that were turned over to our Lab by 

the EE. Unfortunately, aU we could learn about the history of these fiarnaces and the 

quartz diffusion tubes is that they were used only for doping (Ga, B, Ar) purposes. 

Therefore, contamination during the high temperature (1300K) diffusion process is 

possible. To eliminate, or at least to reduce, this contamination, the samples that were 

subjected to the diffusion process were encapsulated in cleaned and Argon filled quartz 

capsules. However, during this process due to high temperatures the surfaces of the 

samples were oxidized as evidenced from the color change on the surfaces. As resuh, this 

technique was abandoned. Instead, samples were sandwiched between a couple of Si 

wafers. These wafers were also passed through our cleaning routine. Also, when this 
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procedure is followed, extremely pure Ar gas is mn through the quartz tubes during the 

diffusion process to eliminate the oxidation. This procedure worked beautifiiUy, and the 

diodes that are obtained after Cu diffusion showed excellent CV characteristics. 

Another problem was due to copper metalization on the cleaned Si surfaces. Use 

of an evaporator caused contamination for each sample tried. Instead, pure (99.999%) Cu 

wire is scratched on both sides of the mirror-polished Si samples. 

Immediately after the diffusion process the samples were quenched in LN2 and 

kept there until Schottky barrier fabrication. In fact, the samples were kept again in LN2 

after the Schottky diodes were obtained. This procedure is suggested by reference [6]. It 

has been suggested that, quenching and keeping Cu diffused Si samples in LN2 ehminates 

Cu precipitation. This means that because of intersthialy dissolved Cu ions, Cu-acceptor 

pairing takes place. This can be observed through CV measurements. Due to pairing of Cu 

and acceptors, electrical activity in the samples is reduced. Therefore, by calculating the 

net free carrier concentration by making use of the CV measurements, the pairing can be 

observed. 

After the quenching of the samples in LN2, they were quickly lapped on both sides 

to remove about 50 Â to obtain a homogeneous distribution of Cu ions. Then the 

cleaning procedure described above was followed. After mirror-polished samples are 

obtained, Schottky diode metalizations were performed in a high vacuum environment by 

evaporating Al through a mask on the Si surfaces. The dots obtained are about 0.7 mm in 

diameter. After the diodes are obtained they were kept in LN2 until data analysis. 

Finally, the contacts to the diodes were made in the following manner. Ohmic 

contacts are obtained by scratching In-Ga alloy on the back surfaces. Then the samples are 
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mounted on thin metal shims to be used as leads for the electrical connection when the 

sample is put in experimental apparatus. The contact to the metal is obtained by a needle 

probe that resides within the chamber where the diode samples are placed for data 

acquisition. 
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11 

Figure 4.1. Sample holder assembly. (1) probe, (2) sample, (3) temperature sensors, (4) 
heater plate, (5) heater cartridge, (6) sample holder, (7) cold finger, (8) 
feed-through, (9) Teflon plate, (10) BNC connectors, (11) dewar. 
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Figure 4.2: Electronic system. 
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Figure 4.3: Temperature differences on sensors A and B whh respect Pt-resistor while the 
system is cooled 
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Figure 4.5: The data acquisition program written in Labview. 
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CHAPTER V 

ANALYSIS 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter is devoted to the analysis of TID and TIDIF data. Analysis of the Cu 

diffusion data starts first by proving that the observed transient signals are in fact due to 

the motion of Cu ions. Therefore, a considerable amount of work in this chapter is 

dedicated to show this. Then, the resuhs wih be discussed. Our conclusions are in the last 

section. 

5.2 Behavior of Cu doped Si diodes. 

There are various experiments involving capacitance measurements that can be 

apphed to prove that Cu is indeed moving in Si. One of the most useful tools is CV 

measurement. This method can easily be applied to show the motion of Cu ions in Si. 

Other methods involve the technique, TID, applied to extract Cu diffusion data as in this 

work. These techniques were discussed in Chapter III. 

Several batches of Si wafers contaminated with Cu have been used throughout this 

investigation. Out of these we used sets that were prepared under the same experimental 

conditions. They all showed similar CV characteristics before and after the high 

temperature Cu diffiision process. Below we discuss the behavior of Cu diffused Schottky 

diodes during the experimental testing. It is shown that the response of the diodes are 

strongly dependent upon the history of sample after the diode preparation. 
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a 

Fig. 5.1 represents CV profiling of the reference and Cu diffused sample 

immediately after h is taken out of LN .̂ As seen, due to Cu and acceptor pairing, the Cu 

diffused sample shows a reduction in active acceptor concentration. Similar observations 

have been reported by several other authors [1, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Also on the same diode a 

capachance-temperature profile was performed (TSCAP- thermally stimulated capachance 

[25]). This technique is similar to DLTS. In this case, however, only the capachance, not 

the capachance change due to a perturbation on the biasing as in DLTS, is momtored 

the temperature is scanned. Resuhs of this run are shown on Fig. 5.2. The figure shows 

smooth capachance change as the temperature is scanned on the Cu doped Si sample. This 

means that there are not considerable amounts of deep levels in this sample. The reason 

that this run was thought necessary, rather than DLTS, is due to the fact that some deep 

levels may have time constants comparable to that of Cu drift. When this is the case, 

during a DLTS run, time constants of the transients may not be resolved accurately. In 

order avoid this difficulty TSCAP is preferred over DLTS. The diodes in this set all showed 

similar TSCAP characteristics. Therefore, h is concluded that deep level contribution, if 

any, to TID signals are ignorable. Let us try, briefly, to clarify here one of the assumptions 

in the TID technique. In reference [6] h is stated that Cu ions drift much slower than 

elementary carriers within the depletion region, as a result of which electronic contribution 

to the transients can be ignored. However, this statement is not entirely correct. Free 

elementary carriers are, of course, much faster than Cu ions under the influence of 

depletion region electric field. However, when these carriers are trapped in some deep 

levels, the time constants of these levels become more important than that of drift. 
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Therefore, one should be extremely careful when applying TID. Due to this fact, as stated 

above, TSCAP is chosen to examine our samples for deep levels. 

A TID run performed on the same sample set generates the peak shown in Fig. 

5.3. As seen, a TID peak is observed around room temperature. Similar peaks are 

observed by Mesli et al. for Cu diffused Ga doped samples [6]. TID settings of the 

experimental conditions are also shown in Fig. 5.3. The poshion and the amplitude of TID 

peaks should not be taken as seriously as in DLTS. Since these quantities are functions of 

the applied pulse and frequency their position and amplitudes change accordingly. 

However under the same spectroscopy settings for different TID runs the same TID peaks 

should be observed under the assumptions of the model. In addition the type of dopant 

plays an important role too. For instance, under the same TID settings Cu ions in Ga 

doped Si should give rise to peaks at higher temperatures than Cu ions in B doped Si. This 

is because of the fact that Cu-B pairs have larger disassociation frequencies [5]. Also 

interaction of Cu ions with other entities within the Si lattice would cause similar changes 

on the poshion and the amplitudes of the TID peaks. 

So far we have tried to show that Cu is indeed the major entity in our samples, and 

that the observed effects are due to Cu motion. Let us try to strengthen this argument by 

other means. In Fig 5.4 an individual transient recorded at room temperature is shown. 

The first figure is a linearized transient of the original version shown in the second figure. 

Also shown are the best fits obtained by Origin's Lew-Mar fit routine. When the TID 

model is applied to the curves shown we get excellent agreement with today's accepted 

Cu diffusion values in Si. Calculated room temperature difftisivity, also shown in the 

figure, is that D= 1.6x10'̂  cm^sec"^ 
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There are two more and crucial arguments that must be dealt whh. These are two 

of the assumptions made in the TID model. The first one is the assumption that Cu 

concentration is homogenous to ensure a homogenous field distribution. This, as can be 

seen from Fig. 5.1, is somewhat satisfied since dopant concentration shows an almost 

uniform profile. There is one other way that the uniformity of the distribution of free Cu 

ions can be investigated. It is the technique that is widely used in DLTS when trap filhng 

kinetics are studied. The second argument based on the trap filling kinetics argument 

mentioned above aims to calculate capture cross section. Below we endeavor to use these 

two techniques to prove once more that the observed transients are in fact due to Cu 

diffusion. 

To show that diffusing Cu ions are indeed distributed uniformly for a constant 

pulse amplitude, different parts of the depletion region are investigated. At room 

temperature, for various filling pulses ranging from 1 ms to 1 sec, the maximum change in 

the capacitance is deduced from the transients. If the diffusing ion concentration is 

uniform, for different regions at different depths the same capacitance change should be 

observed. This experiment was performed at 10 and 6 V reverse bias with a constant 4V 

pulse amplitude and different filling duration. The resuhs obtained are plotted, shown in 

Fig. 5.5, as a function of filling time. As seen, at least lOV deep into the depletion region 

we have almost the same capacitance changes. Also the apparent "capture cross sections" 

calculated from the best fits to these curves give almost the same "capture cross section" 

values, which is to be expected from a uniform Cu distribution. Cross section is in fact a 

quantity used in defect characterization studies. This is why it is named as apparent cross 

section above. Since we are dealing with ions, not defects, the calculated cross section 
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values should be meaningless. Shown in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 are calculated values of the 

capture cross sections. As is seen, the value, on the order of lO^' cm^ is too small to be 

attributed to any defect known [6]. A similar value is obtained by Mesli et al. in theh ion 

drift studies. 

The second procedure as well applies the trap filling kinetics arguments. In this 

case, however, the amplitude of the fihing pulse is increased. Likewise, the maximum 

capachance change is measured for different filling durations. This technique, borrowed 

from trap studies, is routinely applied to study carrier capture rates by trap centers under 

investigation. In DLTS studies, for instance, an increase of the applied pulse amplitude to 

induce carrier emission has in general no effects on the carrier capture rate in the neutral 

region. On the other hand, in the ion drift method h affects the ion flattening time as we 

discussed in Chapters III and IV i.e., Xf is a function of the apphed bias as shown in Eq. 

3.20. Fig. 5.6 represents TID runs performed at room temperature as in the measurement 

above. For each run, digitized transients are used to calculate the maximum capacitance 

change. In the figure capacitance change is plotted as a function of filling time for each 

bias. An exponential fit to the data presented above gives the capture rates. Then, for each 

biasing states, the capture cross sections are calculated using the formula ah=Ch/<Vh>np, 

where <Vn>̂ =3kBT/m*h and where Ch is the capture rate calculated through the best fit to 

the data presented on Fig. 5.6. As shown in the figure, capture cross sections, 10'̂ °-10"̂ ' 

cm ,̂ are too small to be of defect originated. Additionally, capture rates become larger 

whh increasing bias. This behavior is not a common characteristic of electronic defect 

centers. On the other hand, as claimed above and stated in Chapter III when TID was 
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discussed, this particular behavior is consistent with the TID process, where the apphed 

bias determines the diffusion length. 

The arguments offered so far strongly prove that the observed transients during the 

TID runs are originated due, not to any defect levels, but to the diffusion-drift motion of 

Cu ions in the Si samples. 

The following section will cover our the data collected during our experiments. 

We first present a set of typical transient data gathered for analysis. Then the resulting 

diffusion data is presented for both TID and TIDIF. A discussion concerning the presented 

data will also be presented. 

5.3 TID and TIDIF Data 

Typical transients obtained in TID and TIDIF are shown in Figs 5.7 and 5.8, 

respectively. Included in the figures are the best fits for each transient. At each 

temperature, transients have different time constants depending on Cu diffusivity. As 

discussed before, by making use of the time constants, estimated by the fitting routine, in 

equations 3.5 and 3.20, the diffiision coefficient for Cu ions can be evaluated. 

Additionally, please note that a time window set at appropriate poshions would produce 

the TID and TIDIF peaks. Fig. 5.9 shows the TID and TIDIF peaks produced from the 

transients presented on Figs 5.7 and 5.8. The TIDIF peak is on the negative side of the 

y-axis because the initial capacitance value Co for the TIDIF run is smaller than Cmf. As 

seen, both peaks are located above room temperature for the same gate settings. 

However, TIDIF peaks always appeared at lower temperatures than the TID peaks in our 

runs. We will discuss the reasons that may cause this shift later in this chapter. We will 
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now present the diffusion data for Cu estimated from the best fitted time constants of the 

Figs. 5.7 and 5.8. By making use of equations 4.8 and 4.10 a diffiision coefficient for Cu 

in Si in the framework of the models can be calculated. Fig. 5.10 displays both the 

calculated and the fitted data when TID equation is used. As seen, for a quhe wide 

temperature margin, between 285K and 352K, the diffusion coefficient can be evaluated. 

An Arrhenious fit, D =1 .OxlO- 'exp(-^) cm'sec^ for these data points proves to be 

sufficiently close to today's accepted value [6]. 

Fig. 5.11 represents outcomes obtained applying TIDIF. As can be seen from the 

best fit equation depicted on the figure, Cu seems to diffuse faster. The energy barrier AW, 

is about 10 percent smaher than the value obtained by TID. Although considerable, this is 

not as big a difference as the pre exponential factor calculated by TIDIF. The difference 

between the values of pre-exponential factor is on the order of 100. However, let us 

emphasize here that Tf values obtained through the best fits to the TIDIF transients gives 

an apparent "capture cross section" on the order of lO'̂ ĉm .̂ This value is exactly the 

same as the one we calculated in the beginning of this chapter by trap filling kinetics. This, 

once again proves that TIDIF estimation of time constants are relevant to the Cu diffusion. 

The Xt values as a function of inverse temperatures are presented on Fig 5.12. As seen, by 

means of the slope and the intercept of the best fit we estimate almost the same diffusion 

parameters as obtained above. Although the figures we presented so far strongly suggests 

that what is being observed is due to Cu diffiision, why there is such difference between 

the resuhs obtained by these two techniques should be addressed. These issues will be 

dealt whh on the following pages. 
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To estimate the value of diffusivity only one TID or TIDIF run would lead us to 

speculate around the resuh. A statistical approach to get a better estimation on the 

diffiisivity values will definhely improve the significance of our data. Therefore, we 

believe, a discussion of Cu diffusion would be founded on rigid grounds. We have 

sufficient transient data to accomplish this for TID technique. Unfortunately, the same can 

not be said for the TIDIF data. This technique was thought up much later in our data 

collection. Below we will present all of our collected data for both TID and TIDIF. 

Following this will be an extensive discussion based on our data and the simulation resuhs 

we have obtain by solution of the drift diffusion equations presented in Chapter I. 

5.4 Resuhs 

In the following figures, typical diffusion data obtained under various biasing 

conditions are presented. In addition, TID and TIDIF peaks accompanying these runs are 

also plotted. Please note that not all of the data sets coHected are presented, only the few 

that we considered to be representative of the whole set. The experimental conditions 

related to these runs are depicted on the graphs. 

Figs. 5.13 and 5.14 are from the same set but different samples. As seen for a wide 

range of temperatures Arrhenious diffusion curves are constructed. The parameters of the 

diffiision coefficient are extremely close to the previously published values [6]. 

To have a better estimation of the diffiasion parameters we have constructed a 

diffusion plot for every TID run. For a common temperature range, 305 K to 335 K, best 

fitted values of the diffusion parameters are run through a statistics program. The resulting 

histogram. Fig. 5.15, shows the results obtained out of this run. The Do. and AW 
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fluctuations are within the expected range. AW takes on a mean value around 0.37 eV with 

an STD about 0.03 eV. Do, on the other hand, has a larger STD value. Estimated mean 

value for Do is about 3.910"̂  cm^sec' with an STD value around 1.910'̂  cm^sec\ 

Nevertheless, both values are in good agreement with the published values. 

Unfortunately, a statistical analysis was not possible for the data obtained by the 

TIDIF since we had only four runs for this model. Nevertheless, the resuhs obtained 

through TIDIF, for a temperature range in common, are plotted on Figs. 5.16a, b and c. 

These plots are all for different diodes in the same set. As seen, AW values are 

approximately 0.3eV, while Do is about 0.05 cm^sec"\ Although these values are different 

than those obtained through TID, they are not completely of the scale. Both values are 

appropriate for an interstitial diffusion mechanism. Also, when the filling time constants 

used to obtain the diffiasion curves are utilized to estimate the capture cross sections it is 

seen that as we asserted before, the apparent capture cross section values are once again 

on the order of 10"̂ ^ cml This suggests that these values are relevant to Cu diffusion. In 

any case, the reasons for this difference is discussed based on the experimental data 

available in the last section of this work 

Finally, we present the TID and TIDIF peaks that are generated by the same 

transients we presented the diffusion curves for. Figs. 5.17 and 5.18 are plotted for 

different diodes in the same set. The parameters relevant to the experimental setup 

parameters are included on the figures. Fig. 5.17 worth mentioning. There is a second 

peak observed around 260 K for the TID spectrum. This peak is observed on some of the 

other samples too, though h is not present on aU the runs. In contrast, for the same gate 

settings this peak is not observed for the TIDIF spectrum. This can be explained in the 
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following manner. In a TID run h is possible to observe deep levels since h is in fact DLTS 

applied to mobhe defects. The same can not be said for TIDIF. In a TIDIF run, when the 

Cu ions diffuse back in they can only passivate shallow acceptors. The deep levels that 

exist capture a majority carrier and during flattening time these levels are already 

neutralized by the majority carriers. In contrast, the shallow B atoms are ionized for the 

temperature region of interest and are passivated only by the diffusing Cu ions. As a resuh, 

during flattening these levels cannot be observed during a TIDIF run. This hne of 

reasoning also strengthens the argument that the observed transients in TIDIF runs are due 

to Cu diffusion. Also notice that the amplitudes and the positions for the TID and TIDIF 

peaks are different. For all the runs TIDIF amplitudes were larger and their poshions were 

at the colder temperatures than those obtained for TID runs. This may be explained in 

terms of the Cu behavior that neither of the models considered, i.e., constant Cu 

concentration within a constant depletion region. In both of the models this assumption is 

made when carrying out the mathematical formulation. In reality, on the other hand this 

certainly never holds. When Cu drifts under the influence of the depletion region electric 

field it is also drifting out of the depletion region during this time. This was called ion 

flattening in Chapter II. The faster the drift is the faster ion flattening takes place. As a 

result, some ions are going to diffuse out of the depletion region, leaving less Cu within 

the region. However, this is not the case for TIDIF, since in this case at least some of the 

ions that diffiised out during the applied bias will diffuse back in. Therefore, in the TID 

case the number of ions are in fact less than those in TIDIF. We will come to this issue 

once again in the next section when we present a critique of the Cu data. 
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5.5 Conclusion 

In the beginning of this chapter, we presented the CV profiles of reference and Cu 

diffused samples. Fig. 5.1 was for a diode immediately after Cu diffusion. During data 

collection, we momtored profiles of dopant concentration on the Cu diffused samples. The 

resuhs obtained are quhe different than those obtained in the first run. Fig. 5.19 represents 

the doping profile of the same sample 48 hours later. Near the surface of the diode an 

increase in the active acceptor concentration is observed. This seems reasonable since Cu 

preciphates, that is, h leaves the acceptor-donor solution, during the time that data runs 

are performed. However, why this reduction is observed only near the surface is unknown 

to us. Fig. 5.20 depicts the active acceptor profile 72h later on the same diode. This figure 

is even more confusing than the previous one. It seems that near the surface the sample is 

converted to an n-type sample. The only possible explanation for this observed behavior is 

that Cu during our data collection is generating such levels near the surface that would 

behave as an electron source contributing to carrier concentration. There must be more 

minority carriers than majority carriers in those regions to cause the sample to behave as 

an n-type sample. Therefore, our conclusion is that surface behaves as a sink for Cu to 

diffiise in. While the electronic activity changes as in the presented figures, the transient 

signals collected on samples like these also changes in a drastic manner. Fig. 5.21 is a 

typical graph representing the capachance transients at various temperatures, starting form 

lower temperatures on the top to the higher temperatures on the bottom, on a sample like 

this. These transients are extremely hard to analyze since h requires a careftilly planed and 

detailed historical study of the samples such behavior. What relates to our studies from 

these measurements is that even though we think we have reasonably good estimate for 
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Cu diffusion, this value is only correct under certain assumptions. For instance h is 

impossible to estimate Cu diffusivity from a sample showing the behavior shown in the 

figures of this section. It seems that a Cu diffused sample goes through certain stages 

generating new levels during the data taking. Several authors [14,16] reported similar 

observations concluding that the history of the sample plays an important role for the 

defects generated by Cu. This is usually attributed to rapid diffusion of Cu in silicon 

environment even at very low temperatures. Since Cu is such a fast diffuser, h is expected 

that it interacts with its surroundings creating several defect levels. Nevertheless, no study 

has been reported related to the sample history on Cu diffused samples. As asserted 

before, extreme care should be taken when Cu diffiasion is studied no matter what 

technique is being used. We have tried to eliminate these intricacies by observing the 

transient behavior during our runs. In addition, CV profiling measurements are done often 

enough to check the behavior of the electronic activity. We have also applied arguments of 

the trap filling kinetics to make sure the apparent capture cross section is relevant to Cu 

diffiasion. However even with this care data obtained showed some scattering as shown on 

the histograms of in this chapter. The pre-exponential factor shows a significant STD while 

the activation energy barrier gives extremely good values. This can be explained in terms 

of Cu concentration changes. Any change in the concentration does not significantly 

change the diffusion barrier. This is reflected in the time constant equations in both of the 

models. However the pre-exponential factor is inversely proportional the concentration. 

Therefore, any change in the acceptor concentration affects the pre-exponential factor 

directly while the energy barrier determined by the slope of the best fit does not vary 
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significantly. We believe this is one of the reasons that the histogram for pre-exponential 

factor has such large variations. 

At the end of section 5.4, we mentioned the amplitude and the position changes 

between the TID and TIDIF peaks. To explain this difference and to gain a better 

understanding of the models we have numerically solved the diffiision and drift-diffusion 

equations. The TID equation 3.2 considered in Chapter II includes only drift term. In fact 

this equation should be given by equation 2.4 as derived in Chapter I. This equation 

includes both drift and difî ision terms. Therefore, we considered equation 2.4 for our 

numerical solution. Pick's diffusion equation is considered for TIDIF. The solution for 

both equations is accomplished by PDESOL ftill functioning trial version, a differential 

equation solver by Numerica. The solution procedure we followed is first to set the flux to 

zero at both ends of the domain. Then we considered an initially uniform Cu, 4x10'^ cm^ 

concentration and a 6x10^^ cm'̂  acceptor concentration. The same concentration values 

are considered for the diffusion equation. For the initial concentration we have chosen the 

distribution obtained by numerical solution of the drift-diffusion equation. Once the 

program is initialized three runs were performed for each equation at three different 

temperature values, namely 300 K, 330 K and 350 K. A constant, 5V , reverse bias is 

chosen for all the runs. The simulations, as explained below, showed that both TID and 

TIDIF models work only for certain temperature intervals for a given pulse length and 

amplitude. The assumptions made to model the techniques fail at high temperatures 

(3 3 OK) For TIDIF, for instance, the assumption that Cu ions diffuse only towards the 

previously depleted region fails at all temperatures. TID runs also showed similar behavior. 

At high temperatures, Cu ions are not confined within the depletion region contrary to the 
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assumption in the model. In addition, since flattening and accumulation of Cu ions affect 

one another in a direct fashion when the assumptions of TID fails so do those of TIDIF and 

visa versa. The resuhs obtained from the simulations are plotted on the figures 5.22-5.24. 

The depletion region width for ah of the runs is about 3.3|Lim. 

Fig. 5.22 is for the 300 K run. As is seen, at this temperature the assumptions of 

the TID are fiilfilled. First, the Cu concentration profiles follow a step distribution as h is 

assumed in the model's development. Second, Cu ions mostly stay within the boundaries 

of the depletion width. It should be realized though that this distribution is strongly 

dependent upon the bias and duration that this bias was applied. In most cases we found 

that for our samples a 0.2 sec accumulation time was satisfactory. On the same figure also 

shown is the back diffusion profile of Cu ions. The profile changes considerably within 0.6 

sec. After this time h takes about 5 min to return to the initial uniform distribution. In all 

of our runs we have never applied a pulse as long as 5 minutes. The capachance at 0.8 sec 

seemed to reach a steady state value. Since the change on the gradient takes place 

suddenly (-.6 to .8 sec) comparing to the long range relaxation we probably could not 

observe this small change through the change in the capacitance. Also notice that most of 

the ions diflfiase back into the emptied region, since the gradient in that direction is 

considerably larger that in the opposhe direction. Still some of the ions diffiase into the 

bulk region. 

Fig. 5.23 represents the runs performed at 330 K for TID and TIDIF. For the TID 

profiles, the first 40 msec the profiles are within the frame work of the model's 

assumption. After 40 msec, neither of the profiles can be considered to have a step 

distribution nor are the ions completely confined to the supposedly constant depletion 
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region. TIDIF figure shows how fast the relaxation of the ions to the original uniform 

position is. The part of the ions that diffuse towards the bulk is not any more than in the 

300 K run. Also note that most of the change in the concentration profile from hs initial 

distribution occurs within the first 0.2 sec. This behavior is observed on the sudden change 

of the capachance during the data acquisition. 

In Fig. 5.24 behavior of the concentration profiles was even more radical. Please 

note that at 0.2 sec the ion concentration is now almost out of the depletion region. 

Because of the diffusion of the ions in this case they start to diffuse into the bulk. This can 

be seen from the back diffusion figure easily. The initial concentration for the back 

diffusion is both lower than the 330 K run and also out of the depletion region width. At 

this temperature, the TIDIF run is not very different than at 330 K run. 

The radical behavior of the capacitance changes during the data collection can now 

be understood, at least to some degree, in terms of these numerical solutions. First of all, 

in a TID run once the parameters are set up, especially amplitude and the duration of the 

applied bias, they were never changed during the data collection. As we have seen from 

the solution above the amplitude and the duration of the pulse can and, in most cases, will 

be too high and too long to confine the Cu ions within the depletion region. This as a 

resuh causes radical changes in the capachance of the diodes. These changes are observed 

during the performance our experiments. A complete explanation is still lacking. However, 

it seems that the starting point for a model to explain these behaviors is to consider the 

implication of the numerical solution presented here. 

We mentioned above that TIDIF peaks in our experiments are always larger than 

that obtained by TID This can be understood in terms of the numerical solutions. All we 
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need to consider besides the numerical solutions, is that ion leakage out of the depletion 

region is an accumulative processes during a temperature scan. At low temperatures the 

ions are within the boundaries of the depletion region during the accumulation pulse, but 

not all of the ions diffused back in during the filling time to fill the emptied regions. When 

the next accumulation pulse comes in, some of the ions will already be accumulated at the 

near edge of the depletion region. Therefore, there will be less distribution displacement 

for the ions for which the capachance change will be less. This process wiU continue until 

sufficiently high temperatures are reached. At this point, the ions will diffuse out of the 

depletion region though many more ions will diffuse back in. As a resuh, since the 

distribution change of the ion concentration between the ends of the accumulation pulse 

will again be less, there will be always a smaller capachance change in TID. During the 

filling pulse the distribution change of the ions is a lot more drastic due to a spike inhial 

distribution, in which case the capachance change for TIDIF will be higher. 

The difference on the location of the TID and the TIDIF peaks can be explained in 

the same manner. The maximum of these peaks will occur when the capacitance change is 

maximum within the DLTS gate settings. Because of this accumulative process we 

described above it takes high temperatures for the accumulation pulse to generate the 

maximum distribution change, which causes the maximum capachance change. This is not 

the case for TIDIF, since as can be seen from the figures, there is already a spike-like initial 

distribution, which when the filling pulse comes in decays out considerably quickly. 

There is one more issue that needs to be addressed concerning TIDIF The 

diffusion parameters estimated by this model, especially pre-exponential factor, are 

considerably different than the accepted values. There may be several factors that need to 
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be considered to account for this difference. A recipe elaborating these factors is given 

below. 

Ion pairing model of Fuoss first comes to mind. Cu ions accumulated at the edge 

of the depletion region is expected to be paired with B atoms. However, this can be 

eliminated for two reasons. Fhst of all, for the temperature region of interest, Cu-B 

dissociation rates are considerably high [5]. Second, the TID data does not require pairing 

corrections. To apply pairing corrections under these conditions proves inconsistent and 

unnecessary. Related to the pairing model is the capture of the diffusing Cu ions by the B 

atoms. This can also be eliminated at high temperatures for the same reason; the 

dissociation frequency of the Cu-B pair is high. Eliminating these factors leaves us with 

the following considerations. These factors we believe are of considerable interest in 

explaining the observed differences in TIDIF data. First is the diffiasion potential that 

creates an electrical field assisting the diffusion of Cu ions. This potential may be 

established due to high concentration gradient of Cu ions. Since Cu ions and B atoms are 

oppositely charged there is a field established contributing to the flux of the Cu ions. 

Therefore, Cu ions both diffiases due to concentration gradient and drifts due to electric 

field. As a result. Pick's equation fails to give the intrinsic diffusivity. The second factor is 

the assumption that âll Cu ions diffiise toward the previously depleted region.' As was 

seen in numerical solutions, this is not satisfied. Some of the ions in fact diffuse toward the 

bulk in contrast to our assumption. 

A new model considering these two factors should be developed and studied. 

Nevertheless, we will leave these modifications for further studies. 
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Overall both models are applied successfiilly to Cu diffusion. TID proves to be a 

useful model. However, one needs to be extremely painstaking when applying this model 

due to the difficulties we discussed. We introduced TIDIF for the first time and apphed it 

to Cu diffusion the same way we applied TID. Quahtative agreement of this model is in 

excellent agreement with the observations; however, hs quanthative predictions were not 

in complete agreement with accepted values. This must be checked by considering 

modifications to the model listed above. 

TID or TIDIF in an ideal world sound incredibly easy to apply. In practice, on the 

other hand, h becomes quite challenging. Let us say that if we were to study Cu diffiasion 

again we would use TID and/or TIDIF in the old way, that is, instead of scanning the 

temperature, we would record the transients at several constant temperatures. Applying 

this would definitely eliminate the intricacies we mentioned above. For example, at a 

desired temperature, the pulse width and length can be chosen appropriately. At some 

other temperatures, these values can be changed to the appropriate levels. Let us also 

mention here that either TID of TIDIF are not restricted to estimate Cu diffusivity only. 

Any fast diffusing impurity can be studied by means of these techniques. For instance, Fe, 

Li, and Au or any other interstitially diffiising charged impurity. 

We will finish this report by discussing some of the theoretical work on Cu 

diffiasion. Below we will use arguments presented in the first chapter of this work, namely 

Cu acceptor pairing. We will show that, the model used to explain Cu diffusion in Silicon 

needs a definhe refinement. 

TID was apphed first time to the Cu diffiision in Ga doped silicon samples by 

Mesli et al. [6]. In their work, after obtaining the an effective diffusion coefficient for Cu 
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using TID, they considered the pairing mechanism of Fuoss and Reiss [21-23]. As 

discussed in Chapter I, the intrinsic diffusion coefficient is given by the equation 

b 

D, - Deff{l + ONA\ where a = 4n\r^ exp{j^)dr. The lower limit in the integral is the 
a 

closest approach distance and upper limh is the capture radius given by b= o K j • 

From kinetics arguments, we also showed in chapter I that Q can be cast in such a 

form that experimental values can be used to estimate its value. Let us rename this 

4nbD 
equation as QE and write down hs form as QE = —yj-^, where Vd is the dissociation 

frequency of the Cu-acceptor pair. 

Below, on Fig. 5.25 we show numerical integration of Q where only Coulombic 

forces are used in its exponent. Numerical integrations are performed using MATHCAD 

and the code written to perform the integration presented before. In addhion, we also 

show calculated values of QE for B and Ga, in which case we used published values for Vd 

and D, [4,6]. As easily seen there is a substantial difference between the experimental 

values and the theoretical model where only a Coulombic model is used. Most 

importantly, the difference between Q values for Ga and B is unavoidably huge. 

This shows that the Coulombic model considered to explain pairing between 

involved species fails; especially in the case of B and Cu, including the pairing phenomena 

to calculate the intrinsic diffusion coefficient has no effect. In fact including this factor into 

our calculations produced nonsense resuhs. We obtained positive slopes in the diffiision 

curves after applying the Coulombic model. This is the reason that in our presentations we 

did not include pairing corrections into any of our discussion. Mesli et al. used Ga doped 
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Si samples. As seen on Fig 5.26, the Coulombic Fuoss-Reis model works only 

approximately. Mesli et al. [6] reports that in their diffusion data they apphed Fuoss' 

model to extract intrinsic Cu diffusion data for temperatures from 280 to 400 K. Fig. 5.26 

depicts that for the Ga doped samples in this temperature range the difference between 

experimental and Fuoss' Q is around an order of magnitude. Also, since the slope of the 

involved curves are different, Coulombic model overestimates the correction between 280 

and 340 K and underestimates between 340 and 400 K for the Ga doped Si samples in 

Mesh's work. 

The Coulombic model, therefore, in general terms, is not satisfactory to explain the 

interaction precisely for both B, at all temperatures, and for Ga at some temperatures. The 

use of this model wiU be approximate only for temperatures around 330 K. Above and 

below this temperature range the Coulombic model will overestimate (or underestimate) 

the binding energy. If the Coulombic model is used for B, the resuhs will become 

nonsense, as evidenced by the diffusion curves with a positive slope. The reason that the 

Coulombic model lacks a complete explanation is due to the fact that the species involved 

in pairing are considered to be without internal structure, thereby ignoring the repulsive 

interactions. A better model therefore is needed accounting for both repulsive and 

attractive forces. 

As a last comment on the Fig. 5.25, we would hke to point out that one can, from 

the slopes, estimate the binding energies of the involved species. We found 0.66 eV for 

Coulombic, 0.22eV for B and 0.3 leV for Ga. As seen, the Coulombic value is 

considerably different from the values determined experimentally. It is clear that the 

Coulombic model, as asserted above, overestimates the binding energy for both Ga and B 
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The reason for this is due to the fact that the model does not include the repulsive forces 

inherent to the involved atoms. 
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Figure 5.19: 48 hours after diffusion net free carrier profile for a Cu diffused sample 
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Figure 5.20: 72 hours after diffusion net free carrier profile for a Cu diffused sample 
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Fig 5.21: Transients from 260 Kto 380 K. Vertical axis is capacitance and horizantal axis 
is time. A is the coldest and and H is the hotest 
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Figure 5.22: Numerical solution of drit-diffusion and diffusion equations at 300 K 
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Figure 5.23: Numerical solution of drit-diffusion and diffusion equations at 330 K 
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Figure 5.24: Numerical solution of drit-diffusion and diffusion equations at 350 K 
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